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ABSTRACT

An estimated 10% of the world’s population lives in low-lying coastal regions, which are
vulnerable to storm surge and waves capable of causing loss of lives and billions of dollars in
damage to coastal infrastructure. Among the most vulnerable coastlines are barrier islands,
which often act as the first line of defense against storms for the mainland coast. In this
dissertation, the physical damage to a developed barrier island (Bay Head, NJ, USA) caused
by erosion during Hurricane Sandy (2012) is evaluated using the numerical model, XBeach.
Three main objectives of this work are to evaluate the wave-force reducing capabilities of
a buried seawall, the effects of bay surge on morphological change and the effectiveness of
adaptation strategies to rising sea levels. According to simulation results, a buried seawall
located beneath the nourished dunes in Bay Head reduced wave attack by a factor of 1.7
compared to locations without a seawall. The structure also prevented major erosion by
blocking bay surge from inundating dunes from the backside, as observed in locations not
fronted with a seawall. Altering the timing and magnitude of bay storm surge, the buried
seawall continued to protect the island from catastrophic erosion under all conditions except
for a substantial increase in bay surge. However, in the absence of a seawall, the morpho-
logical response was highly dependent on bay surge levels with respect to ocean side surge.
Compared to the damage sustained by the island during Hurricane Sandy, greater erosion
was observed on the island for an increase in bay surge magnitude or when peak bay surge
occurred after peak ocean surge. Considering sea level rise, which affects bay and ocean surge
levels, adaptation strategies were evaluated on the protection afforded to the dune system
and backbarrier. Of the sea level rise scenarios and adaptation strategies considered, raising
the dune and beach protected the island under moderate rises in sea level, but exacerbated
backbarrier erosion for the most extreme scenario. Although an extreme strategy, raising
the island is the only option considered that protected the island from catastrophic erosion
under low, moderate and extreme sea level rise.

This material is based upon work supported by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, via award number NA14OAR4170093 to
Virginia Sea Grant; the National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship Program
via grant number DGE-1148903; and National Science Foundation via grant number EAR-
1312813.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Most of the world’s coastlines consist of sandy beaches (Sorensen, 2005). Although beaches
have different sediment compositions and are subject to varying wind and wave climates,
they respond similarly to forcing mechanisms (Dean and Dalrymple, 2004). These processes
include nearshore hydrodynamics, such as waves, currents, tides and storm surge; wind forc-
ing, which builds and reshapes dunes via aeolian sediment transport; and human interaction,
including infrastructure development, shoreline stabilization, beach nourishment or offshore
installations. Sandy beaches and dunes respond to forcing mechanisms by absorbing energy
while deforming, often resulting in significant erosion but also significant reductions in dam-
age to inland regions. Morphological change can occur over hours or days (e.g. in response
to storm forcing) or over decades to centuries (e.g. in response to sea level rise (SLR)).

Although sandy beaches are dynamic and continually impacted by coastal processes, they
are important for sustaining local and global economies from ports, harbors, recreation and
tourism, which attracts people to these areas (Dean and Dalrymple, 2004). Globally, 10%
of the population reside in low-lying coastal regions, which are defined as having elevations
less than 10 m above sea level (McGranahan et al., 2007). These regions account for only
2% of the world’s land area and are particularly vulnerable to the coastal processes pre-
viously described (McGranahan et al., 2007). In the U.S., 52% of the population lives in
coastal watershed counties (Crossett et al., 2013) and 3% live in regions affected by the 1%
annual chance (100 yr) flood (Crowell et al., 2010). The economic cost of coastal disasters
accounts for over half of the total damage due to all natural disasters combined, and these
costs continue to increase as infrastructure is continually being built (Crossett et al., 2013;
National Research Council, 2014; Smith and Katz, 2013). Therefore, millions of people and
infrastructure worth billions of dollars (USD) are impacted by coastal processes, and a bet-
ter understanding of these processes is necessary to prepare communities for impacts from
coastal disasters.

Among the most vulnerable coastal regions are barrier islands, which make up 6.5% of the
world’s open ocean coastlines (Stutz and Pilkey, 2001). Barrier islands are often the first
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line of defense against storms for the mainland coast, attenuating wave energy and serving
as a barrier to storm surge (National Research Council, 2014). The vulnerability of barrier
islands to storm surge and waves depends on several factors, including dune height, beach
width, island width, topographic longshore variability and offshore bathymetric features
(Claudino-Sales et al., 2008; Houser et al., 2008; Morton, 2002; Sallenger, 2000). In general,
vulnerability increases as the volume of sediment available for transport decreases (Thieler
and Young, 1991).

Sallenger (2000) categorizes the level of storm impact on barrier islands as regimes (Fig-
ure 1.1). The swash regime is the period during which storm impacts affect only the fore-
shore, and eroded sediment remains within the system to re-establish the dune. As storm
impacts become more severe, the collision regime is reached. In this case, the berm and base
of the dune are eroded and sediment is transported offshore such that it is not available for
dune rebuilding. Next, the overwash regime is reached when dune crests are overtopped and
sediment is transported landward from its originating dune. Lastly, the inundation regime
refers to submergence of the island, which causes severe erosion and often the formation of
a breach or new inlet through the barrier. These four impact regimes are used throughout
this dissertation to refer to the severity of storm impact on barrier islands.

Figure 1.1: Impact regimes as defined by Sallenger (2000) of a developed barrier island profile
(buildings are peaks in data): (a) swash regime, (b) collision regime, (c) overwash regime
and (d) inundation regime. Initial island profile, zbi (gray shaded) is shown for reference
with time-varying cross-shore profile, zb(t) (black) and water level, η(t) (blue).
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To fortify sandy barrier islands against coastal processes, nature-based strategies, hard struc-
tures and combinations of these two designs have been implemented. In the U.S., the most
common coastal risk reduction strategy is beach nourishment, a nature-based strategy in-
tended to attenuate storm surge by allowing the beach and dune to deform (National Re-
search Council, 2014). However, this mobilized sediment impacts local ecosystems and leads
to subsequent re-nourishment projects (Cunniff and Schwartz, 2015). Hard structures, such
as seawalls or revetments, are effective at reducing storm surge and wave impacts (Irish et al.,
2013; Pilkey and Wright III, 1988); however, erosion on the seaward side of the seawall is
often increased since seawalls reflect wave energy (Kraus and McDougal, 1996; National Re-
search Council, 2014). Therefore, combining nature-based strategies with hard structures,
such as an armored dune, has become an attractive option because adverse impacts are
minimized while the benefits of each strategy are maintained. Due to the relatively rare
occurrence of storms, the effectiveness of this type of coastal risk reduction strategy has
been quantitatively assessed by few studies (Basco, 1998; Irish et al., 2013).

Although storm impacts on sandy beaches are typically governed by ocean surge and waves,
barrier islands are also affected by hydrodynamics within the bay. Wind can increase bay
surge levels and lead to inundation of the backbarrier region, which usually has the lowest
elevations on the island (Kraus and Wamsley, 2003). Under extreme surge levels, the island
may become completely submerged. In this case, the water level gradient between ocean
and bay surge governs sediment deposition patterns (i.e. sediment is deposited seaward
when the water level gradient is seaward sloping (Sherwood et al., 2014)). Since seaward-
deposited sediment is quickly reworked by waves and tides, it is difficult to obtain accurate
field measurements of deposit volumes; therefore, numerical models aid in determining the
directionality of sediment transport and morphological change of the barrier island in re-
sponse to storm forcing (Sherwood et al., 2014).

In addition to analyzing the effects of bay hydrodynamics on morphological change, numer-
ical models can be used to estimate the future behavior of barrier islands as sea levels rise.
Natural systems migrate landward via storm overwash (Gutierrez et al., 2007); however,
on developed barrier islands, this landward movement is often prevented in order to protect
infrastructure using nature-based and hard structures (Pilkey and Wright III, 1988). It is im-
portant to determine effective adaptation strategies to rising sea levels for the sustainability
of barrier island systems.

The work presented in this dissertation aims to analyze the behavior of a narrow, developed
sandy barrier island to hurricane forcing by addressing three main objectives (Figure 1.2).
The study area for this work is Bay Head, NJ, USA, which was impacted by Hurricane Sandy
on 29 October 2012. While neighboring borough Mantoloking located immediately south of
Bay Head sustained major damage to buildings and roadways, Bay Head was protected by
a buried rock seawall located beneath its dunes. As described in Chapter 2 and published in
Smallegan et al. (2016), results from the numerical model XBeach (see Appendix A) show
wave energy is absorbed by the dune, resulting in its deformation, until the peak of the storm.
At that time, the eroded dune leaves the buried seawall uncovered, such that the seawall
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blocks waves from attacking subaerial portions of the island throughout the remainder of the
storm. Compared to Mantoloking not fronted with a seawall, Bay Head’s seawall reduced
wave attack by a factor of 1.7 and preventing bay side flooding, which caused a major erosive
event in Mantoloking.

Since bay side flooding caused extreme erosion in the absence of a seawall, the effects of bay
surge on barrier island morphology is investigated in Chapter 3. While maintaining Hurricane
Sandy offshore wave and surge conditions, the timing and magnitude of peak bay surge is
altered and the morphological change in the presence and absence of a seawall re-simulated.
For all bay surge conditions, the seawall becomes uncovered during the storm and prevents
severe lowering of backbarrier elevations. However, in the absence of a seawall, shifting the
occurrence of peak bay surge such that it coincides or precedes peak ocean surge prevents
severe erosion on the backbarrier and reduces erosion on the dune. Although bay surge
magnitude and erosion are found to have a direct relationship as expected, the relationship
is not proportional. Decreasing bay surge magnitude results in relatively large reductions in
backbarrier erosion, whereas increasing magnitude causes only moderate increases in erosion.

In order to protect the barrier island from future rises in sea level, which affects ocean and
bay storm surge levels, several adaptation strategies to future SLR are evaluated in Chap-
ter 4. Considering ten strategies, including combination nature-based and hard structures,
and three SLR scenarios, morphological change of the barrier island is simulated. Overall,
increasing beach and dune elevations relative to SLR offers additional protection over the
“Do-Nothing” strategy for low to moderate SLR but exacerbates backbarrier erosion for
extreme SLR. Of the strategies considered, raising island elevations is the only option able
to protect the barrier from moderate to extreme SLR by reducing erosion on the dune and
backbarrier regions.
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Figure 1.2: The overall purpose of this study consists of three main objectives, which are
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2.1 Abstract

Coastal populations continue to increase globally, causing potential damage costs of coastal
hazards to rise and community resiliency to become a worldwide priority. Recently, Hurri-
cane Sandy (2012) devastated areas of New York and New Jersey and caused overwash and
breaching of several urbanized barrier islands along the U.S. eastern seaboard. This study
focuses on the morphological response of Bay Head, NJ, a township on a barrier island
fronted with a buried seawall. The hydrodynamics and morphology of Bay Head during
Hurricane Sandy are simulated with XBeach, a numerical model designed to study these
processes during storm events. From the simulations, the seawall protected Bay Head by
effectively dissipating wave energy during the peak of the storm and from rapidly increas-
ing bay water levels that flood the backbarrier region of the island. When the seawall is
removed from the simulation, dune heights are lowered, allowing bay side flooding to cause
a devastating erosive event that completely destroys the remaining dune system. XBeach
indicates severe erosion seaward of oceanfront buildings in the absence of a seawall (vertical
erosion under the dune peak about 15 m more than in the presence of the seawall), and
wave energy propagates further inland even after the storm has passed. However, with the
seawall present, wave attack is reduced on the island by a factor of 1.7 and prevents bay
side flooding from causing significant morphological change on the island. Therefore, the
seawall increased resiliency of the Bay Head community during and after peak Hurricane
Sandy forcing by preserving the dune system.

2.2 Introduction

Globally, coastal populations continue to grow, further increasing the need to develop sus-
tainable communities resilient to coastal hazards (Hinrichsen, 1999; Neumann et al., 2015;
Small and Nicholls, 2003). In 2000, an estimated 10% of the world’s population lived in
coastal zones with elevations of less than 10 m above sea level, which are highly vulnerable
to damage from waves and flooding (McGranahan et al., 2007). Because of the concentra-
tion of urban development in these areas, coastal populations are expected to continue to
increase, leading to new infrastructure and higher potential costs due to coastal storm events.
These costs include tangible and intangible losses, such as physical damage to infrastructure,
ecosystem loss and degradation, business and social disruptions and loss of life (Donnelly
et al., 2006; Escudero et al., 2014; Kraus and Wamsley, 2003). Smith et al. (2015) have
shown that, in the U.S. from 1980 to 2014, 50% of the direct economic damage caused by
natural disasters were due to tropical cyclones. In other words, costs of coastal hazards are
nearly equal to the combined costs of all other major natural disasters, placing a significant
burden on the U.S. economy.

By accurately predicting the behavior of developed coastal areas during storm conditions
and coupling the results with appropriate risk analyses (Escudero Castillo et al., 2012), city
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planners can make better-informed decisions on sustainable infrastructure development and
protection measures. However, the precise extent of storm-induced beach erosion, especially
along barrier islands, is currently difficult to predict. Barrier islands, which make up 6.5%
of the world’s open ocean coastlines (Stutz and Pilkey, 2001), are the mainland coasts’ first
line of defense against storms, but they are susceptible to severe damage by overwash and
breaching.

Overwash deposits are the landward transport of sediment from its originating dune, which
lowers dune heights and increases vulnerability to damage from subsequent storms. How-
ever, overwash fans can also create new habitat, including those for endangered or threatened
species (Dennison et al., 2012). In extreme cases, breaching can occur, which is the formation
of a channel across a barrier island. Breaching occurs most commonly on narrow islands with
low frontal dune heights. It can destroy infrastructure as the channel is formed (Donnelly
et al., 2006; Sallenger, 2000), but it can also reduce flooding from storm surge by equili-
brating water levels on the ocean and bay sides (Kraus and Wamsley, 2003). Although both
processes can have positive environmental and ecological impacts, they are often detrimental
to urbanized coasts.

To reduce storm damage along sandy beaches, combinations of nature-based and hard struc-
tures, such as armored dunes, have been implemented in several locations globally because
they are more cost-effective and environmentally sustainable with respect to the use of hard
structures alone (Basco, 1998). Examples in the U.S. include Virginia Beach, VA (Basco,
1998, 2000; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [USACE], 2008), Galveston, TX (Gibeaut et al.,
2003), and Jekyll Island, GA (Yang et al., 2012, 2010). However, the force-reducing effects of
these combination of nature-based and hard protection designs have not been quantitatively
assessed in the field, since it is not possible to remove the structure, recreate the same storm
conditions at that location, and compare island responses with and without a structure
present. Some laboratory studies, as summarized by Kraus and McDougal (1996), indicated
seawalls, which were exposed in most of the experiments, can cause localized increases in
erosion, but the net volume of sediment transported was generally less or about the same
for cases with a hard structure compared to cases without a hard structure. Morton (1976)
qualitatively described erosion around a seawall near Panama City Beach, FL during Hurri-
cane Eloise (1975), but the seawall’s effectiveness as a protective structure was not assessed.
Irish et al. (2013) described a buried seawall in Bay Head, NJ, which was exposed during
the peak of Hurricane Sandy (2012). In their study, the seawall’s effectiveness at reducing
wave forces was assessed during the peak of the storm using a Boussinesq-type wave model,
where the dune shape was static and the seawall was presumed to be exposed throughout
the numerical simulations. This approach yielded a factor of two wave force reduction with
respect to a “no seawall” case.

In this study, we aim to evaluate the storm force-reducing effects of a dynamic sandy dune
with a buried seawall when subject to storm conditions. Specifically, we use the numerical
model, XBeach, to simulate hydrodynamics and morphology of Bay Head, NJ under Hurri-
cane Sandy forcing. We then analyze the morphological response of the barrier island and
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the wave force reducing capabilities of the sandy dune and buried seawall as it becomes
exposed during the storm. Expanding the work by Irish et al. (2013), the full duration of
Hurricane Sandy and the resulting sediment transport are simulated here.

2.3 Methods

2.3.1 XBeach model description

To simulate hydrodynamics and morphology during Hurricane Sandy, we use the numerical
model XBeach, version 4613 (Roelvink et al., 2009). The two-dimensional (2D) depth-
averaged model resolves infragravity waves, which have been shown to be of importance in the
dune erosion process (Roelvink et al., 2009; Van Thiel de Vries, 2009). XBeach is capable of
seamlessly modeling all four dune impact regimes as defined by (Sallenger, 2000), and model
skill has been demonstrated on barrier islands (Lindemer et al., 2010; McCall et al., 2010)
and urbanized coasts (Nederhoff, 2014; van Verseveld et al., 2015) among others. XBeach
is chosen as the most appropriate numerical model to use, because it has been extensively
validated for simulating morphological change over complex 2D bathymetry, and coastal
structures can be represented as hard, non-erodable layers.

To calculate low frequency and mean flows, the nonlinear shallow-water wave equations are
used. The radiation stress gradients, F , are determined by solving a wave action balance
equation, which is coupled with a roller energy balance equation. Sediment transport is
modeled using a depth-averaged advection diffusion Van Rijn - Van Thiel de Vries equation
where sediment entrainment or deposition is determined by the difference between the depth-
averaged and equilibrium sediment concentrations (Van Thiel de Vries, 2009).

Because XBeach does not resolve individual waves or full three-dimensional processes, some
processes are parameterized using specifiable parameter values. In this study, most of these
parameters are set to published default values; therefore, only parameters that were changed
are discussed here. Since short wave runup can have a significant effect on morphology at the
beach face (Van Thiel de Vries, 2012), this physical process is activated in all simulations,
and the wave runup calibration coefficient, facrun, is specified to be 0.8 (default is 1.0,
range is 0 to 2.0). Also, jetfac, an option used to mimic turbulence production near hard
structures, is specified as 0.1 (default is 0, range is 0 to 1.0). Lastly, parameter facua, which
governs onshore transport, is set to 0.25 (default is 0.1, range is 0 to 1.0) to account for wave
skewness in the model. The reader is referred to Roelvink et al. (2009) for full details of the
XBeach model.
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2.3.2 Hurricane Sandy

On 29 October 2012, Hurricane Sandy made landfall near Atlantic City, NJ (Figure 2.1) and
devastated communities along the northeastern U.S. coastline. Hurricane Sandy originated
from a tropical wave that entered the Caribbean Sea and intensified to a hurricane on 24
October. Prior to entering the Atlantic Ocean, the storm made direct landfall in Jamaica
and Cuba. Then, on 29 October, the hurricane collided with a non-tropical weather system,
locally known as a Nor’easter, which prevented Hurricane Sandy from moving offshore.
Instead, the hybrid storm, often referred to as Superstorm Sandy, veered west making landfall
in the U.S near Atlantic City, NJ at 23:30 GMT on 29 October (Blake et al., 2013).

The unusually large post-tropical storm had a radius of about 280 km, maximum sustained
winds of 130 km/h, and a minimum pressure of 945 mb at landfall. Hurricane Sandy was
also characterized by record storm surges and large waves lasting over several high tides
(Blake et al., 2013; Irish et al., 2013). In total for the U.S., Hurricane Sandy caused 159
fatalities and damages are estimated as $67 billion (USD) (Smith et al., 2015), making
it the second-costliest hurricane since 1900 (Blake et al., 2013). Other physical damages
were severe dune erosion, overwash and breaching of several barrier islands, including Fire
Island, NY, Assateague Island, VA and along New Jersey. Hurricane Sandy left over 8.5
million customers without electricity on the order of weeks to months after landfall, caused
health concerns, such as upper respiratory symptoms and worsened chronic conditions, and
psychological impacts, including anxiety, sleep disturbances and posttraumatic stress (Blake
et al., 2013; Lowe et al., 2015; Subaiya et al., 2014). A total of 24 states were impacted
by Hurricane Sandy, ranging from gusting winds over the eastern seaboard and the Great
Lakes to heavy snowfall in West Virginia and North Carolina, causing severe disturbances
to businesses, land and air transportation, and social aspects (Blake et al., 2013; Halverson
and Rabenhorst, 2013).

2.3.3 Study area

This study focuses on Bay Head, a township located along a barrier island in New Jersey
(Figure 2.1). This island is a product of rapid post-glacial sea level rise and consists of
Holocene beach and estuarine deposits, which are easily mobilized by waves and currents
(Department of Environmental Protection, 1999; The Richard Stockton Coastal Research
Center [RSCRC], 2015). Because the island is narrow, low-lying and mildly sloping, it is
particularly vulnerable to storm surges (RSCRC, 2012; Williams, 2013). Although small
patches of vegetation exist on the island, they are unable to protect Bay Head from large
scale overwash during storm events, as has been observed in other locations (Feagin et al.,
2015; RSCRC, 2012).

To help protect the island, over half of the shoreline is fronted with a rock seawall buried
beneath a sand dune. The 1260-m long structure was originally built in 1882 and was
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extended in 1962 (Irish et al., 2013; Remington & Boyd Engineers, 1962). In 1992, the
seawall became exposed during a major Nor’easter, but was restored to its buried state,
where it remained until Hurricane Sandy’s impact (RSCRC, 2012). It has been noted that
structural damage from Hurricane Sandy was substantially worse in areas not fronted with
the seawall (Irish et al., 2013; RSCRC, 2012). This study aims to use a dynamic model
to quantify the wave reducing effects of and protection afforded the buildings by the sandy
dune that covers the seawall and the seawall as it became exposed during Hurricane Sandy.

Figure 2.1: The study area is Bay Head, NJ (boxed, left panel) located north of Hurricane
Sandy’s landfall. Over half of Bay Head’s shoreline is fronted with a buried seawall (solid
black, right panel), and the area of interest modeled with XBeach extends northward 190
m from the south end of the seawall (boxed, right panel). An interior high water mark was
measured as 4.6 m (black dot) within the area of interest (Irish et al., 2013).

2.3.4 XBeach model setup

Model grid

The 2D bathymetric grid used in all simulations (Figure 2.2 (a)) is developed using pre-storm
surveys of Bay Head near the southern end of the seawall. The domain origin is 40.06◦N,
74.05◦W. Topography data are obtained from a U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) pre-storm
first-return lidar survey, or “non-bare earth”, collected in 2012 (USGS, 2012b) and a USACE
pre-storm last-return lidar survey, representing the “bare earth”, collected in 2010 (USACE,
2010). Since the 2012 bare earth data were not available at the time of this publication, the
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2012 and 2010 data sets are combined such that the 2012 dune and shoreface are maintained,
and 2010 bare earth data are used for all other island topography. This significantly reduces
the noise caused by vegetation on the island, providing a more accurate representation of
pre-storm conditions in Bay Head. In the nearshore region, one-dimensional (1D) cross-shore
profiles surveyed by RSCRC (2012) are interpolated and merged with the 2D topographic
grid. Barnegat Bay bathymetry is obtained from lidar data collected by USGS in October
2012 prior to Hurricane Sandy’s landfall (Wright et al., 2014). All remaining bathymetry
data, including offshore depths, are extracted from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Coastal Relief Model (National Geophysical Data Center, 2013).
A representative cross-shore profile of the topographic and bathymetric relief is given in
Figure 2.2(b), with the seawall location and shape shown in the inset.

Figure 2.2: Data used for (a) the full model grid with cross-shore and longshore resolution
ranging from 2 m to 50 m, (b) a representative cross-shore profile (dash-dot line in (a)) and
the buried seawall in the inset. Buildings (red polygons) and the seawall (black dash line)
are input as hard structures. The boxed region in (a) is the area of interest with origin
coordinates of 40.06◦N, 74.05◦W.

Using satellite imagery available via Google Earth (Google, Inc., 2014), building locations
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and shapes are determined and superimposed onto island topography. At the building lo-
cations, grid cells are set as ‘non-erodable’, or as hard structures that do not erode. If the
hard structure grid cells become “wet”, sediment transport over and sediment deposition
on the structures are possible. It should be noted that hard structures are indestructible
in the model, i.e., buildings are not damaged or destroyed in the simulations. The seawall
is also set as a hard structure located at 4.45 m NAVD88, or about 2 m beneath the dune
crest, with 1:1 side slopes (Remington & Boyd Engineers, 1962). Here, we have corrected
the seawall elevation by accounting for sea level rise from 1962 to 2012 using the linear trend
measured at a tide gauge in Atlantic City, NJ (4.08 mm/y) and converting from MSL to
NAVD88 datum (NOAA Tides and Currents, 2015). The final grid resolution ranges from 2
m to 50 m in the cross-shore and longshore directions so that the seawall and buildings are
sufficiently resolved.

Wave and surge data

In this study, Hurricane Sandy is modeled as a 74-hour storm beginning at 0030 GMT on
28 October 2012. Offshore spectral wave data are obtained from buoy 44025 (National Data
Buoy Center, 2012). However, we observed energy in the low-frequency bands were truncated
during the peak of the storm at some time steps. To account for this lost energy, the low-
frequency data are fit with a linear trend extending from frequency bin 0.0425 Hz, the lowest
bin likely to contain energy, to the spectrum peak. Although the total energy increase for
those time steps requiring adjustment is only 7.5% and there is a negligible change in model
results, the adjusted energy spectra are consistent with measurements at other time steps
and are more typical of hurricane wave conditions. The adjusted spectra are then used to
drive SWAN, a third-generation wave model (Booij et al., 1999), which is used to transform
waves from the 40 m buoy depth to the 20 m offshore boundary of the XBeach grid, beyond
which depth one can expect significant morphological change. This step greatly reduces the
required XBeach grid size, thereby reducing computational time by about 50%.
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Figure 2.3: XBeach model inputs at 20-m depth for Hurricane Sandy: (a) wave height, H,
(b) peak period, Tp, (c) wave direction, θ, in nautical convention and (d) water level, η, of
the ocean (solid) and bay (dash). The vertical dash line distinguishes Phase 1 (left) from
Phase 2 (right), and 0 (zero) landfall day is specified at 2330 GMT on 29 October 2012.

Figure 2.3 gives wave conditions at the offshore boundary of the XBeach grid, and shows (a)
H reaches over 8 m, (b) Tp increases to 16 sec during the peak of the storm corresponding
to sea swell, and (c) waves are typically shore-normal (100◦) with some waves approaching
from the northeast at the beginning of the storm and from the southeast as the storm passes.

Due to record high storm surges experienced during Hurricane Sandy, the tide gauge nearest
to Bay Head failed during the peak of the storm. However, the Stevens Estuarine and
Coastal Ocean Model (sECOM) (Orton et al., 2012) has been shown to accurately simulate
Hurricane Sandy surge levels at several other tide gauges, including gauges located to the
north of Bay Head in Sandy Hook, NJ and the Battery, NY and to the south of Bay Head
in Atlantic City, NJ (Nederhoff, 2014). Therefore, sECOM-simulated water levels at the
XBeach offshore boundary are used for ocean surge input (Figure 2.3(d)). Barnegat Bay
water levels near Bay Head are from the USGS National Water Information System (2012)
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gauge 01408168 (Figure 2.3(d)), which shows a 2 m increase within 8 hours after Hurricane
Sandy’s landfall.

Two phases of Hurricane Sandy impact are distinguished by the vertical dash line in Fig-
ure 2.3. Phase 1 occurs from the beginning of the simulation until 0.25 landfall day (6 hours
after landfall) and is characterized by strong waves and ocean surge that exceed bay water
levels. Phase 2 is characterized by weaker waves and bay water levels higher than ocean
water levels. The impact of these phases on morphology are discussed in Section 2.4.2.

2.4 Results and Discussion

2.4.1 XBeach validation

Using the previously described data as input in XBeach, the hydrodynamics, sediment trans-
port and morphological change near the southern end of the seawall in Bay Head are modeled
for Hurricane Sandy conditions. The south end of the seawall is chosen because the island
width is relatively narrow and backed by Barnegat Bay at this location, allowing overwash
and breaching to become possible and bay side hydrodynamics to affect island response. This
area also provides robustness to the model validation. Several studies have validated XBeach
on natural systems absent of infrastructure (e.g. McCall et al. (2010)), but our study area
includes a buried seawall, around which XBeach must accurately simulate morphological
change. The pre-storm model input is shown in Figure 2.4(a), and the grid has been rotated
such that the seawall is located at x=533 m. To validate the model setup, the post-Sandy
first return lidar survey (Figure 2.4(b)) completed by USGS on 05 November 2012 (USGS,
2012a) is compared to the final simulated island topography (Figure 2.4(c)). Although bare
earth is not available, this data set is chosen for comparison because it was collected prior
to the extensive human interaction immediately following the storm, namely re-burial of
the seawall with sand. Thus, these data provide the most accurate post-storm survey, even
though the data consist of significant noise caused by vegetation (Figure 2.4(b)).

In addition to comparing simulated to measured morphological change, the model setup is
validated by comparing maximum simulated water levels to a high water mark collected
during a post-storm field survey (Irish et al., 2013). XBeach simulates a maximum water
level of 4.8 m, which is comparable to the interior water mark elevation measured in Bay
Head of 4.6 m.
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Figure 2.4: Data in the model domain: (a) elevation, zb, of the pre-storm model input, (b)
zb of the post-storm first return lidar survey where red patches are vegetation that were not
removed in the data set, and (c) zb of the final XBeach result (seawall, black solid line);
(d) elevation difference, ∆zb, between the final XBeach result and measured data (XBeach
- lidar) for the dune and beach face region; (e) cross-shore profile (dash-dot line in (a),
dash line in (b) and solid line in (c)) of pre-storm measurements (dash-dot), post-storm
measurements (dash) and final XBeach result (solid). Building locations are shown in gray
and domain origin is 40.06◦N, 74.05◦W.

Due to noise in the lidar data, only the area around the seawall is considered for quantitative
analysis to validate the model setup. For this area, the difference between the XBeach result
and lidar data is shown in Figure 2.4 (d), such that cooler colors indicate areas of lower
simulated elevations by XBeach. Overall, the measured and modeled data appear to be in
good agreement, except for the seaward side of the seawall, where XBeach simulates more
erosion than observed in lidar data. The model performance is evaluated using the Brier
Skill Score (BSS) method described by Van Rijn et al. (2003):

BSS = 1− 〈(|zb,c − zb,m| −∆zb,m)2〉
〈(zb,0 − zb,m)2〉

(2.1)

where zb,c is computed bed level, zb,m is measured bed level, zb,0 is initial bed level, ∆zb,m is
the error in measured data equal to 0.20 m (USGS, 2012a), and 〈...〉 represents the average
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value. With this scale, a BSS equal to 1 indicates perfect model performance, a value of 0
means that the model performs as well as if no change were predicted, and a negative value
means the model performs worse than predicting no change.

For areas around the dune and beach face, the BSS is 0.86, corresponding to “excellent”
model performance as defined by Van Rijn et al. (2003). The bias is -0.65 m, which means
XBeach overpredicts erosion, specifically on the seaward side and on top of the seawall. This
bias has the same order of magnitude as prior work on a sandy barrier island (McCall et al.,
2010) despite our study area being a built environment. There are several possible causes for
this difference. Most notably, the seawall is assumed to have a uniform height in simulations,
which may not be true of the rock structure in Bay Head. Also, the rock seawall allows some
flow between its stones, but XBeach is currently unable to resolve this complex process.
Instead, XBeach uses some of the incoming wave energy to simulate turbulence at the toe
of the structure, which causes erosion on the seaward side of the seawall. Lastly, the beach
face had been reworked by waves and several tidal cycles by the time the lidar survey was
conducted, which may have caused sediment deposition in this area.

To provide a more detailed assessment of the results, data are extracted along the dash-dot,
dash and solid lines in panels (a), (b) and (c) and plotted in Figure 2.4(e). The pre-storm
dune height is significantly eroded during Hurricane Sandy, and the simulated result is in
good agreement with measurements. For comparison purposes, this representative profile
has a BSS of 0.89 and a bias of -0.56 m, which are similar to the BSS and bias of the region
around the seawall.

2.4.2 Morphological response in the presence and absence of a
seawall

To evaluate the morphological response of Bay Head in the presence and absence of a sea-
wall, the seawall was removed from the previously described model setup and the storm
re-simulated. From XBeach simulations, morphological change is substantially different in
the two phases described in Section 2.3.4. By the end of Phase 1, wave attack and ocean
surge cause erosion of the dune in the “seawall” case (Figure 2.5(a)) to the extent that the
seawall becomes slightly exposed. A discussion on the temporal evolution of the dune profile
is given below. In the “no seawall case”, erosion is more severe due to island overwash, which
causes the formation of channels through the dune and between buildings (Figure 2.5(b)).
Figure 2.5(c) shows the elevation difference between the “seawall” and “no seawall” cases
at the end of Phase 1, which is relatively small (+/- 1 m) except for the formation of these
channels.

In Phase 2, a maximum of only 1 m of additional erosion occurs on the island in the presence
of the seawall (Figure 2.5(d)). However, Figure 2.5(e) shows catastrophic island inundation,
where erosion with a maximum of 6 m occurs at the dune peak and oceanfront buildings.
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Also, the channels formed during Phase 1 are deepened and widened during Phase 2, and
the back barrier region is eroded to an average elevation of -1.5 m NAVD88. Figure 2.5(f)
shows elevation of the “no seawall” case is typically about 3 m less than the “seawall” case,
with a maximum elevation difference of 15 m. This large difference is due to erosion of the
dune itself, which has an initial height of at least 6 m in the study area, and severe erosion
in front of the first row of houses.

Figure 2.5: XBeach simulated bed levels: at the end of Phase 1 (a) “seawall” case, (b)
“no seawall” case and (c) elevation difference, ∆zb, (“seawall” - “no seawall”); at the end of
Phase 2 (d) “seawall” case, (e) “no seawall” case, and (f) ∆zb (“seawall” - “no seawall”). The
solid lines represent the seawall location and the dash lines show the location of the removed
seawall. Building locations are shown in gray and domain origin is 40.06◦N, 74.05◦W.

The wave reducing effects of the dynamic sandy dune and buried seawall are quantified by
analyzing the time evolution of wave force per area, Fx (radiation stress gradient, dSxx/dx,
hereafter denoted as “force”) along the representative profile in Figure 2.4 for the “seawall”
and “no seawall” cases. This is shown in Figure 2.6(a) and (b). The storm impact regimes
defined by Sallenger (2000) are used to evaluate Bay Head’s morphological response to Hur-
ricane Sandy and describe dune failure. These regimes are defined in terms of morphological
change as follows:

• Swash (S) - beach foreshore, or the region seaward of the dune and berm, erodes and
sediment is deposited offshore,
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• Collision (C) - toe of the dune erodes and sediment is deposited offshore,

• Overwash (O) - dune crest is overtopped and sediment is deposited landward,

• Inundation (I) - island is submerged and sediment is deposited further landward.

Initially, the island is in the swash regime since only the beach foreshore erodes. As waves
become larger and ocean water levels increase, the dune begins to erode, which is charac-
teristic of the collision regime. The sandy dune dissipates wave force until approximately
2.5 hours prior to Hurricane Sandy’s landfall. At that time, the seawall becomes exposed,
is slightly overtopped signifying the overwash regime, and is heavily impacted by maximum
wave forces of nearly 2000 N/m2. Because of the seawall, much of the dune system is pre-
served and wave force does not inundate the dune peak as the storm passes. However, in the
absence of the seawall (Figure 2.6(b)), wave force propagates nearly 80 m further inland due
to significant dune erosion during the peak of the storm, and the island enters the inundation
regime. After the storm passes, wave force continues to propagate onto the island, since the
dune is destroyed and no longer protects the island from wave action.

In Figure 2.6(c) and (d), the time evolution of elevation change behind the seawall is shown
for the representative cross-shore profile of the “seawall” and “no seawall” cases. In the
presence of the seawall, no sediment is transported over the seawall prior to Hurricane
Sandy’s landfall. At the peak of the storm (t=0), about 1 m of sediment is eroded from
behind the seawall, but no additional bed level change occurs for the remainder of the storm.
However, in the absence of the seawall, over 3 m of erosion occurs at the dune peak when
Hurricane Sandy makes landfall. Here, the distinction between Phases 1 and 2 can clearly
be made at 0.25 landfall day due to the much larger erosive event (greater than 5 m dune
erosion) caused by the sharp increase in bay water levels.
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Figure 2.6: Time evolution with respect to landfall of Hurricane Sandy: (a) Fx in the presence
of the seawall, (b) Fx in the absence of the seawall, (c) elevation change landward of the
seawall location, ∆zb (final - initial), of the “seawall” case, (d) ∆zb of the “no seawall” case
(cool colors indicate erosion), (e) integral of Fx over cross-shore distance landward of the
seawall and (f) integral of ∆zb over cross-shore distance landward of the seawall (solid line
is “seawall” case, dash line is “no seawall” case). Fx is the wave force per unit area in the
cross-shore direction extracted along the profile in Figure 2.4, and 0 (zero) landfall day is
specified at 2330 GMT on 29 October 2012. Dashed lines in (a) - (d) show seawall location,
dotted lines in (a) and (b) indicate storm impact regimes (Sallenger, 2000), and dotted lines
in (c) and (d) distinguish Phase 1 (bottom) from Phase 2 (top).

By integrating force and elevation change behind the seawall with respect to cross-shore
distance, the wave force reducing effects of the seawall are analyzed. Figure 2.6(e) shows a
significant reduction in wave force during the peak of Hurricane Sandy in the “seawall” versus
the “no seawall” case. The maximum wave force reduction factor is 1.7, consistent with the
findings of Irish et al. (2013) (maximum reduction factor of 2.0), even though XBeach and the
Boussinesq model used in their study simulate physical processes differently. In Figure 2.6(f),
the large erosive event in the “no seawall” case is clearly observed starting at about t = 0.25
landfall day, but there is no morphological impact on the “seawall” case at that time.
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2.5 Conclusions

To evaluate the morphological response of a developed barrier island fronted with a buried
seawall, the numerical model XBeach is used to simulate hydrodynamics and morphological
response of Bay Head, NJ during Hurricane Sandy (2012). From these results, the seawall
in Bay Head clearly served to protect coastal infrastructure and preserve the dune system
during and after the storm. XBeach simulations indicate morphological change during two
phases. In Phase 1, wave attack and ocean surge reach maximum values, and the seawall
reduces wave forces by a factor of 1.7. In the absence of the seawall, dune heights are lowered,
making the island vulnerable to wave action and flooding. During Phase 2, wave attack is
small, but bay water levels increase rapidly over 2 m within 6 hours after Hurricane Sandy’s
landfall, exceeding ocean water levels. Although this bay-side flooding caused catastrophic
erosion in the absence of the seawall (an additional 5 m of sediment eroded), no significant
additional erosion is observed in the “seawall” case since the dune system remained in tact.

Although the results presented here are site and storm specific, the physical response of the
sandy dune is realistic of other areas around the world with similar geology, i.e. narrow
urbanized barrier island backed by a long narrow bay (Claudino-Sales et al., 2008; McCall
et al., 2010; Sallenger, 2000; Silva et al., 2014). Therefore, we conclude the wave attenuation
provided by the seawall is also physically realistic of performance of buried seawalls at other
locations. Further investigations of armored dunes in other locations should be conducted
under storm conditions to determine their possible benefit as protective structures. The
feasibility of nature-based systems, such as additional beach nourishment or barrier island
restoration, should also be evaluated since they can provide protection from flooding and
breach formation without adding infrastructure to the beach (Cunniff and Schwartz, 2015;
National Research Council, 2014). As identified by the present study, the effects of bay
side hydrodynamics on morphological change of barrier islands are another topic of interest.
Finally, some model limitations of this study include groundwater infiltration, rainwater
runoff, and vegetation. These were not included in the simulations due to lack of available
data or their relatively small effect on island morphology as observed from field data. Based
on the reduction of across island erosion due to attenuation of wave forces by the sandy dune
and seawall observed here, combination nature-based and hard structures may be a possible
alternative for increasing coastal resiliency during storm events.
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3.1 Abstract

Barrier island overwash and breaching are caused by inundation from ocean surge and waves
or from bay storm surge. According to a numerical model, a developed barrier island in New
Jersey experienced a major erosive event during Hurricane Sandy (2012) due to an extreme
rise in bay surge after the peak of the storm. In this study, a sensitivity analysis on the
effects of peak bay surge timing and magnitude on morphological change in the presence
and absence of a seawall is conducted. Results from the numerical model, XBeach, show
the seawall protects the island from severe erosion by preventing ocean and bay surge from
flowing freely across the island. In the absence of a seawall, the elevation of the island
is greatly reduced during Hurricane Sandy conditions, and is exacerbated by increases in
magnitude. However, shifting the timing or reducing the magnitude of peak surge reduces
island erosion by up to 130% due to the bayward flow of ocean surge counteracting the
seaward flow of bay surge.

3.2 Introduction

Barrier systems, particularly low-lying and narrow islands, are vulnerable to wave attack and
flooding, especially during storms when water levels in the ocean and bay are elevated (Kraus
and Wamsley, 2003). Of the world’s open ocean coastlines, barrier islands comprise 6.5%,
and most of the shorelines on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts are barriers (Gutierrez et al., 2007;
Titus and Anderson, 2009). These barriers experience a variety of wind and wave climates,
tidal forcing, and storm frequency and are backed by bays and estuaries with different shapes,
sizes and number of tidal inlets (Titus and Anderson, 2009). They also have differing dune
heights, island widths, sediment compositions and vegetation cover (Morton, 2002; Thieler
and Young, 1991). Because of these differences, barrier island morphology during storms,
which is dependent on seaward and bay side hydrodynamic forcing, is difficult to predict.
The problem becomes more complicated on developed barrier islands where anthropogenic
impacts must be considered.

Understanding the morphological change of barrier islands during storms is crucial for pro-
tecting coastal infrastructure from damaging erosion and scour, sustaining regional ecosys-
tems dependent on periodic inlet formation and bay flushing, and the evolutionary progres-
sion of the barrier system to sea level rise (Gutierrez et al., 2007; Kraus and Wamsley, 2003;
Titus and Anderson, 2009). Also, barrier islands are often the first line of defense to storms
for the mainland coast and can reduce damages on the mainland by dissipating wave forces
and blocking storm surge (National Research Council, 2014).

Although barrier islands have been the focus of many studies over the last several decades,
predicting the response of a barrier to storm forcing, in a morphological sense, is still difficult
due to a lack of fully understanding the governing processes. Since ocean surge and waves are
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usually the most energetic forces during storm impact, damage is often estimated based on
oceanic forcing (see Section 3.2.1; Morton, 2002; Sallenger, 2000). However, elevated water
levels in the bay can also cause severe erosion, including dune overwash into the nearshore
region or barrier island breaching initiated from the bay side (Kraus and Wamsley, 2003).
This results in damages to the barrier system and infrastructure existing on the island, but
the severity of erosion due to bay side inundation is difficult to predict.

On completely submerged uninhabited islands, morphological change has been shown to
increase as the water level gradient between ocean and bay increases (Sherwood et al., 2014).
In other words, an increase in bay surge magnitude causes more erosion, particularly on the
backbarrier region of barrier islands, for a given magnitude of ocean surge (McCall et al.,
2010; Sherwood et al., 2014). Similarly, more erosion is observed on undeveloped barrier
islands when peak bay surge occurs after peak ocean surge based on a sensitivity analysis
using a parametric base storm (McCall et al., 2010). The relationship between bay surge,
ocean surge and morphological change is currently unknown for a slightly inundated (i.e. not
completely submerged) developed barrier island. Therefore, the objective of this study is to
investigate the effects of varying bay surge on erosion sustained by a barrier island during a
hurricane in order to better predict the severity of erosion and damage on developed barrier
islands. We hypothesize that barrier island morphological change becomes more severe as
bay surge magnitude increases and when peak bay surge occurs after peak ocean surge.

The results of this study will enable coastal planners to develop sustainable ways to protect
barrier islands from erosion caused by bay surge inundation, in addition to oceanic forcing.
Nature-based, hard structures and combinations of nature-based and hard structure designs
have been implemented on barrier islands to fortify them against storms (Basco, 1998; Kraus
and McDougal, 1996; Pilkey and Wright III, 1988). In this study, we consider a buried rock
seawall for reducing storm impacts. Located beneath the nourished dunes of Bay Head, NJ,
USA, a rock seawall protected the developed barrier island from storm surge and waves and
severe erosion caused by bay side flooding during Hurricane Sandy (2012; Irish et al., 2013;
Smallegan et al., 2016). In the absence of the seawall, the island was severely inundated
and experienced a major erosive event due to bay side flooding after the peak of the storm
(Smallegan et al., 2016). By simulating morphological change of this developed barrier
island to hurricane forcing using a numerical model, the effects of bay storm surge timing
and magnitude on the island’s morphological change are determined in the presence and
absence of the buried seawall.

3.2.1 Storm impact regimes on barrier islands

During storms, barrier islands undergo significant morphological changes, described by Sal-
lenger (2000) in four impact regimes, which are driven by ocean-side processes. The swash
regime is characterized by sediment transported from the beach foreshore and deposited
offshore but within the accessible sediment supply. Following swash is the collision regime
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where the berm and dune are impacted by ocean surge and waves, often causing scarps and
sediment deposition outside the region of available sediment supply.

The next two regimes, overwash and inundation, represent severe storm impact as dunes are
overtopped and the island is flooded (Sallenger, 2000). On wave-dominated barrier islands,
which are long narrow landforms where wave energy dominates tidal energy, overwash during
storms is common (Gutierrez et al., 2007). Overwash is the landward transport of sediment
from its originating dune. The inundation regime is the most severe impact regime in which
ocean surge and waves impact the subaerial regions of the barrier island (Sallenger, 2000). In
extreme conditions, breaches are formed which are channels that develop across the island
and can destroy coastal infrastructure on developed barrier islands (Kraus and Wamsley,
2003; The Richard Stockton Coastal Research Center [RSCRC], 2012).

3.2.2 Barrier island inundation by bay side flooding

Although breaches formed during the inundation regime are, by definition, due to ocean-
side inundation, breaches can occur from the bay side when bay water levels increase due
to high local surge, precipitation and surface water runoff into the bay, and water level
setup due to wind (Kraus and Wamsley, 2003). Data showing a bay-to-ocean breach are
extremely difficult to obtain due to the unpredictability of breach formation and location,
the occurrence of an intense storm during data collection, and a storm landfall location able
to produce conditions for bay side inundation. However, Sherwood et al. (2014) measured
seaward sloping water levels on Chandeleur Islands in the Mississippi Delta, USA from wind
generated water level setup in the bay during Hurricane Isaac (2012). According to the in
situ data and results from a numerical study, the water level gradient caused a breach to form
through the low-lying undeveloped barrier island chain (Sherwood et al., 2014). Examples
of other locations in the U.S. known to have breached from bay side inundation, also called
storm-surge ebb, are Moriches Inlet, NY (Kraus and Wamsley, 2003), Bolivar Peninsula, TX
(Goff et al., 2010), Folly Island, SC (Lennon, 1991) and Bay Head, NJ (Smallegan et al.,
2016).

All of the previous examples vary by amount of infrastructure development, local tidal range,
and wind and wave climate, but each barrier island was impacted by a storm that produced
bay surge conditions able to inundate the backbarrier region. Bay surge depends on several
storm and topographical characteristics, including storm path, landfall location, and shape
of the bay that backs the barrier island (Rego and Li, 2010; Sheng et al., 2010). Because of
the complexity of each location and storm, large-scale predictors of bay inundation on barrier
islands require simplification of the barrier system and storm inputs (Plant and Stockdon,
2012). Therefore, sensitivity analyses, such as this study, are useful for predicting the be-
havior of a given location for a broad range of possible storms and landfall locations, which
produce varying bay surge. In this study, the effects of varying bay surge on morphological
change is evaluated for Bay Head, NJ, USA, a developed barrier island inundated from both
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the ocean and bay sides during Hurricane Sandy (2012; Smallegan et al., 2016).

3.2.3 Study area

Bay Head, NJ USA is located on a sandy barrier island backed by Barnegat Bay, a long
narrow bay (Figure 3.1). It is a wave-dominated barrier island (Gutierrez et al., 2007) with
the nearest inlet located about 33 km south of Bay Head and 50 km north of Hurricane
Sandy’s (2012) landfall location. During this storm, a 1260 m-long buried seawall located
beneath the dunes in Bay Head (Figure 3.1) was uncovered and protected the island from
the damaging impacts of wave forces (Irish et al., 2013; Smallegan et al., 2016). Locations
south of Bay Head not fronted with a seawall experienced extreme overwash and breaching
(RSCRC (2012)). By numerical modeling, we showed, after the peak of the storm and in
locations without a seawall, bay side storm surge inundated the island and caused major
erosion, which reduced backbarrier elevations to critically low levels (Smallegan et al., 2016).
However, our simulations indicated the seawall blocked bay surge from flowing freely over
the island and prevented sediment from being transported from the backbarrier into the
nearshore region.

The model setup for Bay Head, described in detail in Smallegan et al. (2016), is used in this
study to meet two main objectives: determine the extent to which the seawall protects the
island from severe erosion due to bay side flooding; and determine the severity of erosion
caused by varying bay surge magnitude and timing. The model domain (Figure 3.1 (b) –
(c)) is located at the south end of the seawall in Bay Head where the offshore direction
corresponds to the increasing x direction. Buildings (gray polygons; (Figure 3.1) (c)) and
the buried seawall (dark gray; (Figure 3.1) (d) – (e)) are input as hard structures that cannot
be damaged or destroyed in the simulation. However, sediment can be eroded or deposited
on the structures and flow can be channelized due to the presence of the buildings.

During Hurricane Sandy, a tide gauge located 2.5 km south of the model domain (Figure 3.1
(b); (U.S. Geological Survey National Water Information System, 2012)) measured bay storm
tide. The data revealed interesting characteristics of the bay surge due to Bay Head’s
proximity to the nearest inlet, the shape of Barnegat Bay, and the landfall location of
Hurricane Sandy. Prior to storm peak, southerly winds pushed water to the southern end
of the bay, causing water level setdown in its northern end near Bay Head (Figure 3.1). As
the storm passed and wind direction shifted, a sudden increase in bay surge was measured.
Water levels remained elevated for more than one day after storm landfall.
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Figure 3.1: Locations of (a) Bay Head, NJ, USA relative to Hurricane Sandy’s track; (b)
the model domain (rectangle) and bay side tide gauge (box); (c) model domain (offshore
is in increasing x direction; seawall is located at vertical dash line); (d) cross-shore profile
through model domain; (e) cross-sectional area of buried seawall.

3.3 Methods

Using the numerical model, XBeach (Roelvink et al., 2009), the morphological response of
Bay Head is simulated for Hurricane Sandy conditions and varying bay surge forcing. XBeach
is a process-based model shown to simulate with high accuracy the morphological change
of complex topography, such as barrier islands, during storm events (McCall et al., 2010;
Roelvink et al., 2009). XBeach has also been used to evaluate the protection afforded by
the buried seawall in Bay Head during Hurricane Sandy (Smallegan et al., 2016). Figure 3.2
shows the validation of the model setup, which is evaluated by comparing measured post-
storm survey data to simulated morphological change to Hurricane Sandy. Using a Brier Skill
Score (Van Rijn et al., 2003) to evaluate model performance, XBeach performs well with a
score of 0.86 out of 1, where 1 indicates perfect model performance. By removing the seawall
from the model setup and re-simulating Hurricane Sandy, XBeach results show the seawall
reduced wave attack on the island during the storm by nearly a factor of two compared to
locations without a seawall (Irish et al., 2013; Smallegan et al., 2016) and preserved the dune
system which prevented bay side inundation (Smallegan et al., 2016).
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Figure 3.2: Data in the model domain: (a) elevation, zb, of the pre-storm model input, (b)
zb of the post-storm first return lidar survey where red patches are vegetation that were not
removed in the data set, and (c) zb of the final XBeach result (seawall, black solid line);
(d) elevation difference, ∆zb, between the final XBeach result and measured data (XBeach
- lidar) for the dune and beach face region; (e) cross-shore profile (dash-dot line in (a),
dash line in (b) and solid line in (c)) of pre-storm measurements (dash-dot), post-storm
measurements (dash) and final XBeach result (solid). Building locations are shown in gray.
Reprinted with permission (see Appendix C) from Smallegan et al. (2016).

In this study, relationships between island morphology and bay surge in the presence and
absence of a seawall are determined using the model setup described by Smallegan et al.
(2016). In all simulations, wave conditions and ocean surge (Figure 3.3 (a)) are maintained,
whereas bay storm surge timing (Figure 3.3 (b)) and magnitude (Figure 3.3 (c)) are altered.
According to numerical simulations of storm tide in the Gulf of Mexico and Galveston Bay
during Hurricane Ike (2008), ocean surge remained relatively constant near the coast but
surge magnitude in Galveston Bay varied by over 40% depending on location within the bay
(Rego and Li, 2010). Considering sea level rise, Taylor et al. (2015) show amplification and
deamplification of bay side storm surge in Panama City, FL by as much as +/- 15% due to
changes in free surface gradients of surge.

Depending on bay geometry and storm characteristics, including landfall location relative to
an area of interest, bay storm surge may vary in magnitude or the timing of peak bay surge
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may be offset from peak ocean surge. Because of the complexity surrounding the prediction
of bay surge relative to storm surge, the known hydrograph of bay surge during Hurricane
Sandy is altered. As an example, shifting the timing or altering the magnitude of peak
bay surge relative to ocean surge represents scenarios of variable storm characteristics that
generate different bay surge hydrographs or of different locations along the bay.

In the present study, bay surge is shifted by -12 hr and -6 hr, such that the timing of peak
bay surge precedes and coincides with the timing of peak ocean surge. A shift of +6 hr is
included such that peak bay surge coincides with post-storm high tide. These are chosen
based on the water level gradient generated between the bay and ocean and the extent to
which the beach and dune are eroded by ocean-side processes prior to the sudden rise in peak
bay surge. In addition to shifting the time of peak surge, bay surge magnitude is increased
by 15% to 50% and decreased by 15% to 50% (Figure 3.3 (c)). These values are within the
range of bay surge magnitude observed in Galveston Bay and Panama City.

Morphological change is simulated for each of the bay surge scenarios, including the No
Change case (NC) where no adjustment has been made, and in the presence and absence of
a seawall (herein defined as Seawall, SW, and No Seawall, NSW). Throughout the storm,
volumetric bed level change, V , is calculated as

V (t) =
∫ y2

y1

∫ x2

x1
|zb(t)− zbi|dxdy (3.1)

where zb(t) is the simulated topography at time t and zbi is the initial topography. The
absolute value of bed level change is then integrated over the model domain from longshore
locations y1=1510 m to y2=1660 m and cross-shore locations x1 and x2 with values dependent
on the region of the island (i.e. dune or backbarrier) of interest (Figure 3.1 (c)). V is
calculated as a proxy for damage for all bay surge conditions in the presence and absence of
the seawall. Although the direct correlation between V and damage is not determined here,
each condition (VC) is compared to the No Change condition (VNC), such that values of VC
above VNC suggests more damage is likely to occur compared with damage observed during
Hurricane Sandy.
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Figure 3.3: Time-varying water levels, η, of (a) ocean storm tide; (b) bay storm tide for
Hurricane Sandy (black solid) and shifted by -12 hr (black dash), -6 hr (black dash-dot)
and +6 hr (gray dash-dot); (c) bay storm tide for Hurricane Sandy (black solid) and +50%
(black dash), +15% (black dash-dot), -15% (gray dash-dot) and -50% (gray dash) change in
surge magnitude. Landfall day 0 (zero) is specified as 2330 GMT on 29 October 2012.

3.4 Results

Final simulation results are used to calculate V on the island (Visland: x1 = 380 m, x2 =
840 m), dune (Vdune: x1 = 725 m, x2 = 840 m), and backbarrier (Vbackbarrier: x1 = 380 m,
x2 = 725 m). Overall, shifting the hydrograph -12 hr, -6 hr or +6 hr causes relatively small
changes in V (< 5% from the No Change case) in the presence of the seawall, but reduces
bed level change for the No Seawall case by 17% to 130% (Figure 3.4 (a)). In the absence of
a seawall, although reductions in mobilized sediment on the dune are observed (up to 78%),
backbarrier bed level change is significantly reduced by up to 200% (-12hr and -6 hr).
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Figure 3.4: Change in sediment volume mobilized, V , for each alteration to bay surge on the
(a) island (Visland: x1 = 380 m, x2 = 840 m), (b) dune (Vdune: x1 = 725 m, x2 = 840 m), and
(c) backbarrier (Vbackbarrier: x1 = 380 m, x2 = 725 m) for the seawall (black) and no seawall
(white) cases. Values above the horizontal lines indicate more change in bed level than the
No Change case for the Seawall (SW, dash) and No Seawall (NSW, dash-dot) cases.

To qualitatively show these changes in V for -6 hr shift, final bed elevations along a cross-
shore profile are compared to the No Change condition (Figure 3.5). In the presence of the
seawall, the time shift in bay surge causes a negligible change in morphological response. The
dune remains in tact and the overall elevation of the backbarrier remains the same. However,
for the No Seawall case, erosion in front of oceanfront buildings and on the backbarrier is
greatly reduced compared to the No Change condition. The amount of sediment deposited
in the nearshore region is also reduced.

As expected, increasing bay surge magnitude exacerbates sediment transport on the island,
particularly in the backbarrier region (Figure 3.4). In the presence and absence of a seawall,
for a +50% increase in surge, the volume of dune sediment mobilized increases by 6% and
30%, but backbarrier erosion greatly increases by 80% and 100% from the No Change con-
dition. Backbarrier elevations are reduced in the Seawall case by an average 1.5 m from the
initial profile and the back side of the dune is eroded (Figure 3.5 (a)). In the absence of a
seawall, erosion in front of oceanfront buildings and on the backbarrier are exacerbated by
the increase in surge (Figure 3.5 (b)).
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Adjusting bay surge magnitude by +15% results in relatively small increases in mobilized
sediment on the island (10% to 14%), mostly occurring on the backbarrier (19% to 25% more
erosion than No Change in bay surge for this region) in the presence and absence of a seawall.
However, a -15% decrease in bay surge magnitude causes a 60% reduction in overall erosion
on the island for the No Seawall case. Final elevation of the dune is similar to that of -6
hr shift, but the backbarrier elevation is still significantly reduced to about -1.5 m NAVD88
(Figure 3.5 (b)). When bay surge magnitude is reduced by -50%, only small changes in V
occur in the presence of a seawall, but Visland and Vbackbarrier are reduced by 145% and 220%
in the No Seawall case (Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.5: Cross-shore profile of final bed elevations, zb, of the (a) seawall case and (b) no
seawall case for No Change (black solid), -6 hr (black dash-dot), +50% (black dash), and
-15% (gray dash-dot) alterations to bay surge. The initial profile (light gray shaded) and
seawall (dark gray shaded) are shown for reference.

To analyze morphological change as the storm passes, temporal distributions of V are calcu-
lated on the island, dune and backbarrier for No Change, -6hr, +50% and -15% (Figure 3.6).
In the presence of a seawall (Figure 3.6 (a)-(c)), -6 hr shift (similar to response of -12 hr;
not shown) and -15% magnitude (similar to response of +6 hr shift; not shown) show nearly
identical morphological change compared to the No Change condition as the storm passes.
On the dune, Vdune shows very little increase prior to -0.45 days after landfall while in the
swash regime (-1 to -0.45 days before landfall). As storm surge and waves become larger, the
dune begins to erode characteristic of the collision regime (-0.45 to -0.05 days before land-
fall). The dune is only slightly inundated during the peak of the storm, and Vdune reaches
its peak of about 40% mobilization of the sediment initially located on the dune. On the
backbarrier, no sediment is eroded until the sudden increase in bay surge begins to occur (i.e.
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Vbackbarrier is independent of ocean surge and waves for these simulated conditions). Because
of the -6 hr shift, backbarrier erosion begins at about -0.05 days after storm landfall instead
of 0.2 days after landfall as with No Change, +50% and -15%, but the shift does not lead to
greater erosion. Increasing surge magnitude by 50% leads to 100% mobilization of sediment
on the backbarrier (i.e. all sediment initially located on the backbarrier is eroded), which
begins at the peak of bay surge (0.2 days after landfall) and Vbackbarrier reaches its peak at
0.8 days after landfall.
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Figure 3.6: Time evolution of V for the seawall case on the (a) island, (b) dune, and (c)
backbarrier; for the no seawall case on the (d) island, (e) dune, and (f) backbarrier for No
Change (black solid), -6 hr (black dash-dot), +50% (black dash), and -15% (gray dash-dot)
alterations to bay surge.

In the absence of a seawall, Visland steadily increases for all bay surge conditions, following
similar trends for swash, collision and inundation regimes as the Seawall case, until 0.2
days after landfall when bay surge peaks (Figure 3.6 (d)-(f)). Since there is no seawall to
prevent dune erosion, Vdune increases through the peak of the storm and experiences nonlinear
increases for No Change and +50% conditions. At peak bay surge, No Change and +50%
conditions cause sharp increases in sediment transport on island, and -15% shows a small
but significant increase in Visland. Erosion continues with a linearly increasing trend for the
-6 hr shift in bay surge. For -6 hr shift and -15% magnitude, Vdune increases linearly as the
storm passes and is at least 63% lower by the end of the simulation than the No Change
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condition in the absence of a seawall. Again, on the backbarrier, no sediment transport is
observed until the sudden increase in bay surge (0.2 days after landfall; Figure 3.6 (f)).

Severe erosion is observed for all cases except the -6 hr bay surge shift, which has a similar
morphological response as -12 hr and -50%. As the storm passes, Vbackbarrier remains constant
and significantly lower compared to the No Change condition. The -15% magnitude in bay
surge is still able to inundate the backbarrier causing a sharp increase in Vbackbarrier beginning
at 0.35 days after landfall. For No Change, +50% and -15%, periods of sharp increases in
backbarrier erosion correspond with high bay surge and low ocean surge and are followed by
periods of lower sediment transport rates when bay and ocean surge are both elevated.

3.5 Discussion

Results from this study show two main conclusions: (a) minimizing ocean-side wave and
surge impacts with a seawall also greatly minimizes the influence of bay flooding and (b) the
timing of peak bay surge relative to peak ocean surge is critically important in governing
the severity of damage sustained by the barrier island. This means that, for locations near
Bay Head not fronted with a seawall such as neighboring borough Mantoloking, observed
damages during Hurricane Sandy were more severe due to the timing and magnitude of peak
bay surge, which relates to the location in the bay, and the lack of protection afforded by
the seawall.

Overall, altering bay surge by shifting the timing or magnitude of peak surge causes relatively
small changes in morphology compared to the No Change condition in the presence of the
seawall but significant changes compared to the No Change condition for the No Seawall
case (Figure 3.4). In the presence and absence of a seawall, nearly identical morphological
responses were observed for all bay surge conditions until the peak of the storm. At that
time, the seawall becomes exposed and blocks ocean surge and waves and preserves the dune
system, whereas, in the absence of a seawall, V continues to increase (Figure 3.6; Smallegan
et al., 2016). Specifically on the dune, Vdune was greatly reduced in the presence of the seawall
compared to the No Seawall case. Previous work shows the seawall effectively protects the
island against ocean waves and surge (Irish et al., 2013; Smallegan et al., 2016); however,
here we show the structure also protects against bay side flooding. Because the seawall
preserves the dune system behind it, bay surge inundation is not able to flow freely across
the island. This, in turn, reduces erosion on the backbarrier compared to the No Seawall
cases, even with significant increases in surge level (up to +50%).

Interestingly, shifting the timing of peak bay surge by -12 hr or -6 hr produces a similar
response as reducing bay surge magnitude by -50% in the absence of a seawall. For these
conditions, Visland decreases by 130% compared to the No Change condition, mostly due to
reductions in Vbackbarrier of 200%. However, the causes of these responses are different between
conditions. For -50% magnitude, bay surge levels do not exceed the minimum elevation of
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the backbarrier; thus, bay surge is unable to inundate the island as observed in all other
conditions. For -6 hr and -12 hr shifts, the resulting bed level difference compared to the No
Change condition results from dunes remaining in tact at the time of peak bay surge and
opposing flow directions across the island. As observed on uninhabited islands, in order for
bay surge to inundate the island and significantly reduce backbarrier elevations, water from
the bay needs to flow freely over the island, transporting sediment from the backbarrier into
the nearshore region (Sherwood et al., 2014). Although the magnitude of bay surge is large
enough to flood the backbarrier for -6 and -12 hr shifts, it is unable to inundate the dune
system because dune heights have not been reduced by ocean surge and waves. As dune
heights are lowered at the peak of the storm, the seaward flow from bay surge is opposed
by the bayward flow from ocean surge thus, bay surge is not able to freely flow across the
island. This results in significant reductions in V on the developed barrier island, following
a similar trend as observed on undeveloped barrier islands in the Gulf of Mexico (McCall
et al., 2010; Sherwood et al., 2014).

From XBeach simulations and along this cross-shore profile, -15% bay surge magnitude shows
a similar morphological response on the dune as -6 hr time shift, but backbarrier elevations
are greatly reduced with the lower magnitude (Figure 3.5). This is due to a breach that
forms within the model domain (not shown) through which sediment is transported from the
backbarrier to the nearshore region. Peak bay surge forcing coincides with low ocean surge
after the peak of the storm (0.35 days after landfall), which causes the lower magnitude water
levels to inundate the backbarrier and attack the backside of the weakened dune system. The
breach forms at low points in the dune and provides a path of sediment transport without
destroying the entire dune system (Figure 3.6 (b)). Therefore, -15% in bay surge magnitude
serves as a threshold condition for the point at which the island is inundated but part of the
dune system remains in tact.

As expected, altering bay surge magnitude was found to have a direct relationship with
erosion; however, the relationship was not found to be proportionate. Increasing bay surge by
+50% and +15% caused 63% and 13% more erosion compared to the No Change condition,
whereas decreasing bay surge by -50% and -15% reduced erosion by 144% and 57% erosion.
A similar trend was observed in a sensitivity analysis conducted during a numerical study
of Santa Rosa Island, FL, USA during Hurricane Ivan (2004; McCall et al., 2010). Reducing
bay surge magnitude by 25% caused a 35% reduction in backbarrier erosion, whereas a +25%
bay surge increase caused a 15% increase. For higher levels of bay surge, which may be due
to sea level rise or storm landfall location or intensity, the morphological change is expected
to be less than observed under lower surge levels.

3.6 Conclusions

Using a numerical morphodynamic model, a sensitivity analysis on bay storm surge timing
and magnitude is conducted for a developed barrier island during a hurricane. The morpho-
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logical change of Bay Head, NJ, USA to Hurricane Sandy (2012) is simulated with XBeach.
Then, bay storm surge is shifted by -12 hr, -6 hr and +6 hr, such that peak bay surge
occurs prior to, at the same time as, and after peak ocean surge. Bay surge magnitude is
also altered by +/- 15% and +/- 50%. Considering each of these alterations to bay storm
surge, the morphological change of the barrier island in the presence and absence of a buried
seawall, which is intended as a barrier to ocean-side storm forcing, is re-simulated.

Based on modeling results, the buried seawall reduces damage due to ocean storm surge and
waves while also minimizing the impacts of bay side flooding. In the presence of a seawall,
the dune system is preserved in all simulations and the post-storm elevation of backbarrier
regions remain significantly higher compared to the post-storm elevations in the absence of
a seawall. Results also show the timing and magnitude of bay storm surge relative to ocean
surge is critically important for determining damage on developed barrier islands during
hurricanes. When peak bay surge occurs after peak ocean surge, the dune systems are
weakened by ocean-side surge and waves allowing bay side flooding to inundate and overtop
the remaining dunes. This causes catastrophic erosion of the island, lowers the backbarrier
to critically low elevations, and causes extreme erosion of the dune and in front of oceanfront
buildings.

From this study, several recommendations about assessing the vulnerability of developed
barrier islands and the corresponding engineering design of protection measures are made.
Developed barrier islands, particularly those located on narrow bays in locations subject to
water level setup (i.e. no nearby inlets), are vulnerable to bay side inundation and the damage
caused by its erosion, while still being inundated by ocean surge and waves. Also, the timing
of peak bay surge relative to ocean surge is important in determining the morphological
change of the area of interest, which is related to its location within the bay. In this case,
a buried seawall reduced the damaging effects of bay side flooding, as well as protected the
island from ocean-side forcing. In the design of barrier island fortification against storm
forcing, bay side hydrodynamics, as well as ocean-side impacts, must be considered. An
engineering design intended to protect the island from only ocean wave and surge should be
evaluated for the protection it will afford during periods of bay side inundation.

The limitations of this study include using one storm and study location for the sensitivity
analysis of bay surge timing and magnitude. In future work, the present study should be
expanded to include additional storms and developed barrier islands to further develop the
relationships between bay surge and morphological change. Additional numerical investiga-
tions should be conducted on the Barnegat Bay region in order to predict the elevation of
bay storm surge, depending on the location of storm landfall location and location within
the bay.
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4.1 Abstract

Over the last century, global sea levels have risen at a rate of 1.7 mm/yr and are expected
to continue to rise in the future at a faster rate than previously recorded. In published
scenarios, global sea level rise projections range from 0.2 m to 2.0 m by 2100 with some
regions experiencing higher rise in relative sea level due to localized processes. As sea levels
rise, low-lying barrier islands are threatened by episodic flooding and wave impact and are
particularly vulnerable during storm events. In this study, we evaluate the effectiveness of
several adaptation strategies, including combinations of nature-based and hard structures,
on developed barrier islands to hurricane forcing under future sea levels. From results of a
morphological numerical model, beach nourishment provides only slight increases in protec-
tion for the island from hurricane forcing as sea levels rise. Moreover, raising elevations of
the dune or a buried seawall is effective at reducing overall volumetric erosion, but, under
extreme sea level rise, the higher dunes and seawall exacerbates erosion in the backbarrier
region due to bay side flooding. Of the adaptation strategies considered in this study, raising
the elevation of the island, particularly the backbarrier region, offered the greatest protec-
tion from catastrophic erosion on the barrier island under future sea levels and hurricane
forcing. Therefore, when considering adaptation strategies on developed barrier islands for
protection against sea level rise, particular attention must be given to backbarrier elevations
with respect to future bay flood levels.

4.2 Introduction

Although sea level rise (SLR) globally may reach critically high levels over the next century
(up to 2 m; (Parris et al., 2012)), coastal communities are affected by even small changes in
sea level. Low-lying areas are particularly vulnerable to damage from episodic flooding and
wave forcing, impacting a greater amount of people globally as sea levels rise and landforms
evolve (Crowell et al., 2010; Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010; Pachauri et al., 2014; Peduzzi
et al., 2012; Williams, 2013; Woodruff et al., 2013). An estimated 10% of the world’s pop-
ulation lives in these low-lying coastal zones with elevations less than 10 m above sea level
(McGranahan et al., 2007). Therefore, it is imperative for coastal planners to develop adap-
tation strategies to protect infrastructure as sea levels rise (Nicholls and Cazenave, 2010;
Pachauri et al., 2014; Parris et al., 2012; Peduzzi et al., 2012; Woodruff et al., 2013).

Barrier islands, which comprise 6.5% of the world’s open ocean coastlines (Stutz and Pilkey,
2001), are sensitive to several forcing mechanisms, including waves, tides, and sea level
changes (Gutierrez et al., 2007). As sea levels rise, it is possible for barrier islands to become
unstable, which is characterized by rapid landward migration; decreases in island width,
height, and sand volume; and increases in the frequency of overwash and breaching during
storms (Gutierrez et al., 2007). For extreme SLR (> 0.7 m by 2100 on wave-dominated
barrier islands), it is very likely that a threshold condition will be reached, resulting in seg-
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mentation of the island, amalgamation with the mainland, or transformation into a drowned
(completely submerged) barrier island (Gutierrez et al., 2007; Titus and Anderson, 2009).

Historically, adaptation strategies, such as beach nourishment, the use of seawalls or com-
binations of these nature-based and hard structures, have been used to stabilize the mor-
phological evolution of developed barrier islands as sea levels rise (Basco, 1998; Pachauri
et al., 2014; Pilkey and Wright III, 1988; Titus and Anderson, 2009; U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers [USACE], 2008). Beach nourishment effectively reduces the impacts of ocean-side
flooding and wave attack during storm events, but the sediment is easily mobilized and
periodic renourishment is required for beaches impacted by frequent intense storms (Cun-
niff and Schwartz, 2015). Also, oceanfront property owners often express concerns about
property rights issues and ocean views being blocked by nourished dunes (Associated Press,
2015; National Research Council, 2014). Seawalls are permanent structures known to pro-
tect coastal infrastructure during periods of high wave energy (Irish et al., 2013; Pilkey and
Wright III, 1988; Smallegan et al., 2016), but they can also exacerbate beach erosion (Kraus
and McDougal, 1996; National Research Council, 2014; Pilkey and Wright III, 1988; Yang
et al., 2012). These structures can be aesthetically unpleasing, reduce access to recreational
beaches and provide a false sense of security in areas vulnerable to large waves and storm
surge (Pilkey and Wright III, 1988). Hybrid nature-based/hard structures, such as a seawall
buried beneath a nourished dune, have become attractive options for long-term stabilization
of developed barrier islands because they combine benefits of both approaches while mini-
mizing adverse impacts. However, none of these designs protect the island from back-bay
flooding (National Research Council, 2014). Reclamation of bay side land will become nec-
essary to reduce catastrophic erosion during storm events on low-lying barrier islands as sea
levels rise.

In this study, we evaluate beach armoring, beach nourishment and bay side land reclamation
as strategies for adapting to future SLR on developed barrier islands. Using a hydrodynamics
and morphological model, the response of a nourished barrier island with a seawall buried
beneath the dune in New Jersey, USA is simulated for a storm comparable to Hurricane
Sandy (2012). We then consider several SLR scenarios, including past (from c1950), present
(c2000) and future (to c2100), and evaluate the response of the sandy barrier island to rising
sea levels and adaptation strategies.

4.3 Study Area

Bay Head is a borough located on a narrow barrier island in New Jersey, USA, and it is
fronted with a seawall beneath a nourished dune (Figure 4.1). The seawall was originally
built in 1882 with a length of 1260 m (Irish et al., 2013; Remington & Boyd Engineers, 1962;
Salter, 2007). Throughout the early 20th century, the seawall remained buried with sand
until a non-tropical storm, locally known as a Nor’easter, uncovered the seawall in 1962.
While exposed, a series of seaward-extending groins were constructed and the beach under-
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went major nourishment (Irish et al., 2013; Remington & Boyd Engineers, 1962). Another
strong non-tropical storm impacted Bay Head in 1992, once again uncovering the seawall
and causing the need for a second major beach nourishment (Irish et al., 2013; The Richard
Stockton Coastal Research Center [RSCRC], 2012). The seawall remained buried beneath
the dune until Hurricane Sandy (2012) impacted the area with record storm surges and large
waves (Irish et al., 2013). Since the devastating impacts of Hurricane Sandy (2012), the sea-
wall has been uncovered once more during a strong swell event generated by the offshore
passage of Hurricane Joaquin (2015) (Associated Press, 2015; Mulshine, 2015).

Figure 4.1: Location map of (a) Bay Head, NJ, USA and tide gauges (squares) in relation
to Hurricane Sandys track; (b) the Bay Head seawall (heavy black) and model domain
(rectangle).
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4.4 Methods

4.4.1 Sea level rise historical trends and projections

In this study, we are interested in understanding the vulnerability of developed barrier islands
to SLR. To this end, we consider in our analysis past SLR trends (c1950) and future SLR
projections (c2100). SLR varies temporally and spatially and can be caused by thermal
expansion, ice cap melting, vertical land movement (i.e. subsidence), and ocean circulation
changes (Jevrejeva et al., 2008; McKay et al., 2011; Parris et al., 2012; Sallenger Jr et al.,
2012; Yin et al., 2009). Globally, mean sea levels have risen by about 0.21 m since 1880,
corresponding to a rate of 1.7 mm/yr (Church and White, 2011). Recent measurements
from altimeter satellites show a higher global SLR rate of about 3.2 mm/yr for the period
1993 to 2008 (Ablain et al., 2009; Church and White, 2011). Sea levels are expected to
continue to rise over the next century, but future SLR is extremely difficult to predict and
much variation exists in published projections. For example, global SLR is projected to be
at least 0.2 m and up to 2.0 m by 2100 and rise at a faster rate than previously recorded
(Pachauri et al., 2014; Parris et al., 2012). Regional effects can cause relative SLR to be
higher than the global rate, exacerbating the impacts of rising sea levels. Examples include
Kushiro, Hokkaido, Japan and Grand Isle, Louisiana, USA, both of which are experiencing
relative SLR rates of more than 9 mm/yr (NOAA Tides and Currents, 2015).

According to the historical mean sea level trend measured by tide gauges in New Jersey
(Figure 4.1), the total relative sea level rise rate is 4.08 mm/yr, more than twice the observed
global rate, based on data from 1911 to 2014 in Atlantic City (NOAA Tides and Currents,
2015). Data from 1932 to 2014 in Sandy Hook confirm this trend. Relative SLR in this area
is caused by subsidence, mostly due to groundwater withdraw (Sun et al., 1999), although
ocean circulation changes likely contribute to the measured trends (Yin et al., 2009). Using
the historical sea level trend measured by the regional tide gauges, sea levels in c1950, which
were about -0.2 m lower than present-day, are included in the analysis in order to compare
historical (c1950) barrier island response with its current (c2000) response to hurricane
forcing.

To address the uncertainty in future SLR projections, several scenarios are considered. Sce-
narios are intended to aid in decision-making when significant uncertainty exists in future
outcomes and are important for determining proper adaptation strategies (Moss et al., 2010;
Park Science, 2011). In this study, we use projections published by NOAA (Parris et al.,
2012) where the highest projections are based on IPCC global SLR projections and include
SLR contributions from ice cap melting. Parris et al. (2012) classifies SLR projections as
“lowest”, “intermediate-low”, “intermediate-high” and “highest”, corresponding to SLR of
+0.2 m, +0.5 m, +1.2 m, and +2.0 m by 2100. Assuming the relative SLR rate for Bay
Head (2.4 mm/yr) remains constant over the next century, relative SLR is projected to be
as high as +2.2 m by 2100.
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By using this method, several assumptions have been made. First, we use the drowned valley
or “bathtub” approach (Leatherman, 1990) such that the barrier island has not evolved in
response to SLR. As discussed previously, barrier island morphology is sensitive to changes
in sea level, becoming unstable and reaching a threshold condition under extreme SLR rates.
However, the bathtub method is applicable here because we also assume Bay Head will
continue to nourish its beaches to maintain beach widths and dune heights into the future,
as it has done for at least the last 50 years. Second, by using SLR scenarios published
by Parris et al. (2012), we inherently assume land-ice melting will contribute to rising sea
levels, which are not included in scenarios published by Pachauri et al. (2014), for example.
Currently, the rate of melting is not known, but it is thought to be the greatest contributor
to future SLR (National Research Council, 2012; Overpeck et al., 2006; Rignot et al., 2011).
Third, to simplify the analysis, the offshore wave conditions and local surge anomaly of
Hurricane Sandy is assumed to remain the same as present day (c2000), regardless of if the
storm occurred in the past or future. This enables the use of the validated XBeach model
setup for Bay Head during Hurricane Sandy (Smallegan et al., 2016) and the superposition
of future sea levels on ocean and bay surge. However, we acknowledge that, as sea levels rise,
free surface gradients in surge changes, thereby amplifying or deamplifying bay side storm
surge by as much as +/- 15% (Taylor et al., 2015).

4.4.2 Inundation of mean higher high water under sea level rise

In order to visualize the land lost by static impacts of SLR alone, an inundation map using
the model grid of the study area is created. The amount of SLR is superimposed onto present-
day mean higher high water (MHHW) to determine the future datum position. Elevations
that fall below this future MHHW datum are assumed to be inundated during high tide, and
inundation extent on the ocean and bay sides for SLR = +1.0 m and +2.2 m are shown in
Figure 4.2. Results show relatively minor inundation on the ocean side (right side of grid)
but major inundation on the bay side (left side of grid). For SLR of +0.2 m, the beach is
inundated by an additional 1 m in the cross-shore direction and an additional 4 m on the bay
side in areas that are particularly low-lying. Horizontal inundation distances increase to 7 m
on the ocean side and 220 m on the bay side for SLR = +1.0 m. Only the dune (x = 700 m)
remains above MHHW for extreme SLR (SLR = +2.2 m) and the entire backbarrier region is
flooded during high tide. These inundation extents are comparable with those estimated for
regional static impacts of SLR by NOAA’s National Ocean Service (National Ocean Service,
2015).
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Figure 4.2: Water inundation map of the study area in Bay Head, NJ on the ocean (right)
and bay (left) sides under present-day MHHW (dot), SLR = +0.2 m MHHW (dash), SLR =
+1.0 m MHHW (solid), and SLR = +2.2 m MHHW (dash-dot). Buildings are represented
by gray polygons and the buried seawall is located beneath the dune (vertical dash-dot).

Because coastal storms pose one of the greatest threats to developed barrier islands, it is of
interest to analyze its future morphological response to storm surge and waves. XBeach is
a wave-group resolving 2DH (two-dimensional horizontal) numerical model originally devel-
oped to accurately simulate hydrodynamics and morphology on complex topography during
storm events (Roelvink et al., 2009). The process-based model performs with high skill when
simulating dune erosion (Van Thiel de Vries, 2009), overwash processes (McCall et al., 2010)
and breaching (Roelvink et al., 2009) of sandy beaches. XBeach has also been validated for
morphological response of Bay Head to Hurricane Sandy (Figure 4.3). Model performance is
determined by comparing post-storm survey data to bed level change simulated with XBeach
and calculating the Brier Skill Score (Van Rijn et al., 2003). XBeach performs well with a
score of 0.86 where 1.0 indicates perfect model performance (Smallegan et al., 2016). Build-
ings and the seawall are specified as hard layers in XBeach and are unable to be destroyed
by hurricane forcing, as might occur in nature. The reader is referred to Smallegan et al.
(2016) for details on the full model setup.
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Figure 4.3: Data in the model domain: (a) elevation, zb, of the pre-storm model input, (b)
zb of the post-storm first return lidar survey where red patches are vegetation that were not
removed in the data set, and (c) zb of the final XBeach result (seawall, black solid line);
(d) elevation difference, ∆zb, between the final XBeach result and measured data (XBeach
- lidar) for the dune and beach face region; (e) cross-shore profile (dash-dot line in (a),
dash line in (b) and solid line in (c)) of pre-storm measurements (dash-dot), post-storm
measurements (dash) and final XBeach result (solid). Building locations are shown in gray.
Reprinted with permission (see Appendix C) from Smallegan et al. (2016).

Each SLR scenario is superimposed onto the best estimate of storm surge time series for
Hurricane Sandy (see Smallegan et al. (2016) for details). Hurricane Sandy (2012) is chosen
for this study because of the immense pre- and post- storm data sets available, including
high-resolution lidar surveys and in situ measurements of bay surge levels. These data are
necessary for accurate model setup and validation. Also, the local bay surge anomaly for this
storm is particularly interesting. As the storm passed, bay water levels in Bay Head receded
due to southerly winds, but this recession was followed by a sudden increase in surge as
wind direction shifted to the north. This anomaly has been observed on uninhabited barrier
islands during storms, particularly in the Gulf of Mexico (e.g. Rego and Li, 2010; Sherwood
et al., 2014). Because bay surge can affect, or govern in some cases, the morphological
change on barrier islands, adaptation strategies to SLR should consider bay surge especially
on developed barrier islands.
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Morphological change of the island as it exists today is simulated with XBeach. This simple
strategy is herein called the Do-Nothing strategy (Figure 4.4) and is intended as a baseline
for improvement as adaptation strategies, described in the next section, are implemented.
This modeling framework is also applied to evaluate adaptation strategies as discussed below.

4.4.3 Adaptation strategies and performance evaluation

In order for low-lying, developed barrier islands to continue their present-day existence as sea
levels rise, adaptation strategies will need to be considered. Here, we perform a sensitivity
analysis on the effectiveness of several options listed in Table 4.1 and shown in Figure 4.4.
Although we are not optimizing or evaluating all possible combinations of adaptation strate-
gies, we consider strategies currently in practice or those that have been implemented at Bay
Head or on other developed barrier islands. XBeach is used to simulate morphological change
of each strategy under SLR and hurricane forcing. The total volume of sediment remaining
on the island, V , is used as a proxy for damage such that larger V indicates a reduction in
damage. Each strategy is compared to the Do-Nothing case. For a given strategy, remaining
sediment volume is calculated as

V (m3) =
∫ y2

y1

∫ x2

x1
zbfdxdy (4.1)

where zbf is the final simulated topography. Cross-shore locations x1 and x2 are used to
evaluate the integral for the island, dune and backbarrier regions between longshore locations
y1=1925 m to y2=2225 m. Additionally, the maximum vertical erosion or scour, zb,min, and
average final elevation, zb,mean, are calculated and used as indicators of reduced scour around
structures and overall erosion on the island. In order to estimate the severity of erosion
relative to future sea level, these values are shown relative to future MHHW datums, which
are assumed to rise by the amount of SLR. Since the buried seawall is a permanent structure
currently existing in Bay Head, it is included in all simulations. An analysis of the protection
afforded by the seawall compared to its absence is given in Smallegan et al. (2016).

First, we evaluate the island’s response to hurricane forcing assuming Bay Head will continue
its current practices of routine beach nourishment (Strategy A). Since this area is a popular
tourist destination in the U.S. and beach nourishment has been ongoing for at least 50 years,
it is very likely that these practices will continue into the future in order to maintain beaches;
therefore, it is included in every strategy. Strategy A is implemented by raising the beach
by the amount of SLR (i.e. beach is raised 1.0 m for SLR = +1.0 m), where the beach is
defined as the region from the toe of the dune to the depth of closure (DOC) (Figure 4.4
(a)). Strategy B combines beach and dune nourishment such that the dune is also raised by
the amount of SLR (Figure 4.4 (a)). To maintain beach width and realistic side slopes of
the dune, the beach is shifted seaward by up to 4 m. Strategy C combines beach and dune
nourishment with raising the elevation of the seawall by 0.5 m, 1.0 m and 2.0 m (Figure 4.4
(b)).
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Table 4.1: Strategies considered for adaptation to rising sea levels.
Strategy Beach raised by Dune raised by Seawall raised by Backbarrier raised to

SLR amount SLR amount 0.5 m, 1.0 m, 2.0 m minimum elevation
Do-Nothing

A X
B X X
C X X X
D X X X
E X X X X

Strategy D results in raising the grade of the entire island by combining beach and dune
nourishment with increasing the elevation of the backbarrier (Figure 4.4 (b)). First, the
lowest elevation of the present-day topography relative to MHHW is determined to be 0.2
m above MHHW. Then, as sea levels (and MHHW) rise, locations in the backbarrier region
that fall below the 0.2-m lowest elevation with respect to future MHHW are raised to this
minimum elevation. Although raising the island is an extreme adaptation strategy, it was
implemented in Galveston, TX, USA, a developed barrier island located on the Gulf of Mex-
ico. After narrowly surviving a major hurricane in 1900, which is the greatest U.S. natural
disaster in recorded history, the city of Galveston built a 16 km long seawall and raised the
island by up to 4 m (Bartee, 2001). Over the last century, Galveston has survived several
strong tropical storms, including Hurricane Ike (2008), which destroyed neighboring Bolivar
Peninsula (Kennedy et al., 2010; Kraus and Lin, 2009; Williams et al., 2009). Galveston’s
survival has been largely attributed to the seawall and grade raising (Bartee, 2001). Strat-
egy E combines all adaptation strategies such that the island grade and seawall elevation are
both raised (Figure 4.4 (b)).
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Figure 4.4: A representative cross-shore profile of adaptation strategies as specified in Ta-
ble 4.1 for SLR = +1.0 m: (a) the Do-Nothing (present-day) elevation (zb), Strategies A – B
and (b) the Do-Nothing (present-day) zb and Strategies C – E. Buildings are peaks in data
and the seawall is represented by shaded regions at cross-shore distance 785 m.

4.5 Results and Discussion

Prior to implementing adaptation strategies, the Do-Nothing case is simulated for SLR
scenarios in order to establish a baseline condition of the island’s response to hurricane
forcing. Figure 4.5 (a) compares cross-shore profiles of the final island topography for past
(SLR = -0.2 m), present (SLR = 0 m) and future (SLR = +0.2 m, +1.0 m, and +2.2 m)
sea levels. The initial profile is shown for reference. For all SLR scenarios, the berm is
severely eroded and sediment is deposited in the nearshore region (Figure 4.5 (a)). The
seawall becomes exposed and under extreme SLR, scour holes up to 16 m deep form and the
average elevation of the island is below -2 m MHHW (Figure 4.6).

As observed in Figure 4.5, morphological responses are similar between SLR = -0.2 m and
0 m with 560 m3 and 530 m3 of sediment remaining on the island. Increasing sea level from
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0 m to 0.2 m causes V to decrease by 3%, where the additional sediment loss of 20 m3 is
due to erosion of the dune. As expected, V continues to decrease with SLR as scour holes
form behind the seawall and backbarrier elevations are lowered. Nearly the entire sediment
volume originating from the island is eroded for SLR = +1.0 m, lowering the overall grade
of the island to below 0 m MHHW. For SLR = +2.2 m, erosion exceeds the initial sediment
volume by 100 m3 per unit width. Since more sediment is eroded than initially existing
above 0 m NAVD88, the island grade is reduced below this elevation (Figure 4.6 (b)).

Figure 4.5: Cross-shore profiles through the study area of the Do-Nothing strategy: (a)
initial island topography (gray shaded) and final simulated profiles; (b) elevation difference,
∆zb = zb(final)− zb(initial) for SLR = -0.2 m (dash), SLR = 0 m (solid), SLR = +0.2 m
(dash-dot), SLR = +1.0 m (heavy dash) and SLR = +2.2 m (dot); Buildings are peaks in
data and the seawall is located along the vertical dash line.

From simulations of the Do-Nothing strategy, two major conclusions are drawn. First, in
the past, the island did not experienced significant increases in storm-induced erosion as sea
levels rose, and the dune system remained relatively in tact. However, a small rise in sea level
(+0.2 m) above the present-day condition causes significant erosion on the dune. According
to Parris et al. (2012) and Pachauri et al. (2014), a 0.2 m rise in sea level is likely to occur
by the mid to late 21st century even in the most conservative projections. Secondly, extreme
SLR causes V to decrease, but the backbarrier elevation is particularly impacted and is
reduced to elevations below 0 m below present-day NAVD88 (3 m below future MHHW).
Clearly, this would cause catastrophic damage to infrastructure and threatens the viability
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of the barrier island system. Most coastal structures are placed on the beach to protect the
island from ocean side processes (National Research Council, 2014), but our results suggest
the backbarrier is particularly vulnerable under future SLR.
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Figure 4.6: Simulated minimum, zb,min (a) and average, zb,mean (b) island elevations relative
to future MHHW datums as sea levels rise for each strategy and SLR scenario. DN represents
the Do-Nothing strategy, Ca and Ea represent Strategies C and E for seawall raised 0.5 m,
Cb and Eb represent Strategies C and E for seawall raised 1 m, and Cc and Ec represent
Strategies C and E for seawall raised 2 m.

Using the Do-Nothing strategy as a baseline for improvement, adaptation Strategies A – E are
implemented for SLR = +0.2 m, +1.0 m and +2.2 m. In addition to calculating minimum
and mean final island elevations relative to future MHHW (Figure 4.6), Equation 4.1 is
used to calculate sediment volumes remaining on the island, dune and backbarrier after the
storm (Figure 4.7). From simulations of Strategy A and SLR scenarios, XBeach predicts
the additional sediment placed on the beach is transported offshore during the storm. Scour
and erosion on the island are not significantly reduced for SLR = +0.2 m and +1.0 m, with
minimum and mean elevations varying by +/- 1 m from the Do-Nothing case. For SLR =
+0.2 m, scour holes behind the seawall are deeper than those formed for the Do-Nothing
strategy due to longshore variability in the eroded beach. In the dune region for SLR = +1.0
m and +2.2 m, Vdune increases from 100 m3 and 10 m3 to 165 m3 and 140 m3 (Figure 4.7
(b)), but dune heights are severely reduced and the remaining sediment volume is due to
filling of the scour holes behind the seawall by overwashed dune sediment. Under extreme
SLR, the minimum elevation is reduced from -13 m to -10 m and the average elevation of
the island becomes positive (Figure 4.6), but Vbackbarrier remains negative and at critically
low elevations (Figure 4.7 (c)).
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Compared to the Do-Nothing case, Strategies B and C show reductions in scour depths and
increases in average elevations of less than 1 m for SLR = +0.2 m and +1.0 m (Figure 4.6).
For SLR = +2.2 m, raising the seawall by 1 m or 2 m reduces minimum elevation by 7 m and
increases average island elevation by 1 m, resulting in slight increases in Visland (Figure 4.6).
This is due to more sediment remaining on the dune (Vdune increases from the Do-Nothing
case) since Vbackbarrier decreases when dune or seawall height increases. As dune heights are
increased in Strategies B and C, the backbarrier is flooded and severely eroded when bay
surge levels rise since the dunes can no longer be inundated. For the Do-Nothing strategy,
dune heights are reduced during the peak of the storm due to inundation by ocean surge,
allowing bay side surge to flow freely over the island.

From Figures 4.6–4.7, Strategies D and E are the most effective at decreasing scour depths
and increasing V , thus, protecting the barrier island from hurricane forcing under SLR.
Minimum final elevations remain nearly the same for SLR = +0.2 m, but increase by at
least 1.7 m for SLR = +1.0 m, and increase by at least 14 m for SLR = +2.2 m compared
to the Do-Nothing case. Average island elevations increase in all scenarios for Strategies D
and E, where zb,mean is 0.3 m, 2 m, and 4 m higher compared to the Do-Nothing case for
SLR = +0.2 m, +1.0 m, and +2.2 m. These results indicate raising the island protects the
island from hurricane forcing, especially as SLR reaches extreme levels.

Analyzing V on the island, dune and backbarrier for these strategies and SLR scenarios, it is
obvious Visland for moderate to extreme SLR increases compared to the Do-Nothing case due
to increases in Vbackbarrier (i.e. Vdune remains nearly the same). Since the backbarrier region
was not greatly affected by SLR = +0.2 m, V remains nearly unchanged for Strategies D and
E. Also, for Strategies Do-Nothing, A, B, and C, V decreases as SLR increases. However,
for Strategies D and E, this relationship becomes direct since more sediment is added to the
island prior to the storm but is not transported during the simulation. Therefore, raising the
island prevents its overall elevation from being eroded to critically low elevations, particularly
on the backbarrier.
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Figure 4.7: V for the (a) island (x1 = 300 m, x2 = 770 m), (b) dune (x1 = 650 m, x2 =
770 m), and (c) backbarrier (x1 = 300 m, x2 = 650 m) for each strategy and SLR scenario.
DN represents the Do-Nothing strategy, Ca and Ea represent Strategies C and E for seawall
raised 0.5 m, Cb and Eb represent Strategies C and E for seawall raised 1 m, and Cc and
Ec represent Strategies C and E for seawall raised 2 m.

In general, results show the sediment volume remaining on the island is independent on
seawall height for any SLR scenario. Because seawalls are capable of protecting barrier
island during storm events (Bartee, 2001; Irish et al., 2013; Smallegan et al., 2016), it is
expected that seawalls will become increasingly important for protecting developed barrier
islands as sea levels rise (National Research Council, 2014). However, results shown in
Figure 4.7 indicate increasing seawall height up to 2 m does not cause V to increase, i.e.
Visland is nearly the same between Strategies Ca, Cb and Cc and between Strategies Ea, Eb,
and Ec. Therefore, once the seawall exceeds some minimum threshold elevation (dependent
on several island and storm characteristics including island location and storm intensity),
the protection afforded the island by the seawall does not increase with peak seawall height.
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4.6 Conclusions

In this study, ten adaptation strategies have been evaluated on their effectiveness at reducing
damage on a low-lying developed barrier island under three future SLR scenarios. Using a
numerical model to simulate hydrodynamics and morphological change, results show Strategy
A (beach raised) to offer only slight protection for the barrier island as sea levels rise. For
minor to moderate SLR, Strategies B (raised beach and dune) and C (raised beach, dune
and seawall) are viable options for protecting the barrier island from hurricane forcing, but
as sea levels rise to extreme levels, raising dune heights and seawall elevations exacerbate
erosion in the backbarrier region. Strategy B, which is a commonly used nature-based
adaptation strategy especially in the U.S. since the 1970s (Cunniff and Schwartz, 2015;
National Research Council, 2014), offers additional protection to the island over the Do-
Nothing strategy for “intermediate-high” SLR. In general, raising the seawall (Strategies C
and E) reduces volumetric erosion on the dune compared to the Do-Nothing strategy for all
SLR scenarios considered here. However, raising the seawall is typically more expensive and
invasive than beach nourishment as an adaptation measure. Of the adaptation strategies
considered, land reclamation (i.e. Strategies D and E) is the only option that offers a
significant reduction in dune and backbarrier erosion over the Do-Nothing strategy. Although
it is an extensive and invasive adaptation strategy, raising island elevation provides both
short-term (i.e. minor SLR) as well as long-term (i.e. extreme SLR) protection according to
the results of this study.

In future work, the limitations of this study should be minimized by expanding simulations
to other developed barrier islands under different storm forcing. Since shorelines change
in response to SLR, a new equilibrium profile should be estimated prior to implementing
adaptation strategies. As sea levels rise, the effectiveness of these strategies should be re-
evaluated and the vulnerability of the backbarrier region reassessed in order to prevent
exacerbating backbarrier erosion due to bay side inundation during storms. Also, a life
cycle cost analysis should be performed on each strategy to determine the most feasible
alternatives as sea level rises. For example, over time and as sea levels continue to rise, the
cost of periodic renourishment may be greater than the initial construction costs of raising
the island. In the future, coastal planners will need to consider protection from bay side
flooding, as well as ocean surge and waves on low-lying barrier islands.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this dissertation, the morphological change of a developed barrier island to Hurricane
Sandy (2012) forcing is simulated using a numerical model. The study area, Bay Head, NJ,
USA is fronted with a buried rock seawall and backed by long, narrow Barnegat Bay. Simu-
lations from the morphological model, XBeach, are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
seawall at blocking damaging wave attack on the island, the resulting morphological change
due to elevated bay side surge levels, and the protection afforded the island by adaptation
strategies to sea level rise. XBeach is a process-based model designed to analyze the effects
of ocean and bay side hydrodynamics on morphological changes of complex topography, such
as barrier islands. Overall, the main conclusions of this work are:

• A buried rock seawall effectively reduced wave forces on a developed barrier island by
a factor of 1.7 compared to locations without a seawall, preserving the dune system
and preventing severe erosion due to bay side flooding (Chapter 2).

• Increasing bay surge magnitude or shifting the occurrence of peak bay surge such that
it occurs after peak ocean surge exacerbates erosion on the barrier island in the absence
of a seawall (Chapter 3).

• Raising elevations of the dune and beach are effective adaptation strategies to moderate
sea level rise, but raising island elevations is the only option considered that protects
the island from severe morphological change under extreme sea level rise (Chapter 4).

Results presented in Chapter 2 show the validation of the XBeach model setup for Hurricane
Sandy as it impacted Bay Head and the morphological change in the presence and absence
of a seawall. Neighboring Bay Head on its southern side, the borough of Mantoloking had
similar characteristics to Bay Head prior to Hurricane Sandy’s landfall, including infrastruc-
ture development, island width and dune heights. However, severe dune overwash and two
major breaches occurred in Mantoloking, which is not fronted with a buried seawall. Using
the validated XBeach setup to compare morphological changes to the island in the presence

55
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and absence of the seawall, it is concluded the seawall in Bay Head protected the island
by blocking wave energy during the peak of the storm. In the absence of the seawall, scour
holes formed at oceanfront buildings and flow channelization between buildings caused severe
erosion on the island. However, the largest volumes of sediment transported corresponded
to a sudden increase in bay surge. In the presence of the seawall, the seawall blocked ocean
surge and waves from destroying the dune system, which in turn prevented bay surge from
inundating the island and causing catastrophic erosion.

In Chapter 3, the timing and magnitude of bay surge as measured during Hurricane Sandy
is altered to analyze the effect of bay surge on morphological change. The same model
setup validated in Chapter 2 is used, and volumetric bed level change is used as a proxy for
damage (i.e. when VC is greater than VNC , damage is increased under the new condition,
C, compared to the No Change condition, NC). For the alterations to bay surge considered
here, damage is expected to exceed damage observed during Hurricane Sandy conditions
only when bay surge magnitude increases. All other alterations indicate a reduction in
damage both in the presence and absence of a seawall. Damage is greatly reduced when
peak bay surge corresponds to or occurs prior to peak ocean surge. Therefore, the impact of
Hurricane Sandy on Mantoloking was overly devastating due to the timing and magnitude
of bay surge relative to ocean surge. As observed in Chapter 2, results in Chapter 3 show
the seawall protected Bay Head from catastrophic damages by reducing both ocean and bay
side impacts, even though it is designed to protect only against ocean forcing.

In addition to the seawall’s effectiveness in reducing Hurricane Sandy impacts, several adap-
tation strategies to three SLR scenarios are evaluated in Chapter 4. Again, morphological
change is simulated for the validated model setup, where varying sea levels (-0.2 m, 0 m,
+0.2 m, +1.0 m, and +2.2 m) are superimposed on ocean and bay surge levels. XBeach
results show, for past sea level (-0.2 m corresponding to c1950 sea level), bed level changes
in Bay Head are relatively small; but, for future sea level (+0.2 m), dune heights are lowered
by 2 m. As sea levels rise, V , or the volume of sediment remaining on the island after the
simulated storm, decreases, indicating an increase in damage. For future SLR and Strategies
A - C, minimum elevations (i.e. scour around structures) generally decrease and average
island elevations increase compared to the Do-Nothing strategy. However, backbarrier ele-
vations are reduced to critical levels under extreme SLR, and Strategies A - C do not offer
any additional protection to the backbarrier for any SLR scenario. Only raising island grade
protects the island from bay side inundation under all sea level rise scenarios. As sea levels
rise, the effectiveness of raising the island to protect it from catastrophic erosion increases.

Although results from this study show the seawall is effective at protecting a developed
barrier island from hurricane forcing, the results should not be overextended to apply to all
barrier islands or storm conditions. First, this work is specific to a single study location and
storm; therefore, the results are only applicable in study locations with similar topography
and for storms with similar forcing. Second, the seawall simulated here is a sloping structure
buried beneath nourished dunes. Other types of seawalls, such as vertical sheet-pile walls or
exposed concrete structures, reflect wave energy, which will cause the morphological change
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to vary from the results shown here. Thirdly, daily wind and wave conditions near Bay Head
cause the seawall to remain covered until a strong wave or swell event occurs. If improperly
designed, the seawall can exacerbate erosion on sandy beaches, especially those that are
eroding or require periodic renourishment. Each of these considerations must be taken into
account when analyzing the results presented herein.

In future work, the effect of buildings on the morphological change of the island should
be analyzed. It is hypothesized that the buildings, which are indestructible in XBeach,
cause channelization of flow during the inundation regime, increasing erosion between the
buildings. Similarly, vegetation cover should be included in future numerical analysis to
determine the extent to which vegetation dissipates wave energy and reduces erosion as the
island is inundated. Since Bay Head has small dense patches of vegetation as opposed to
uniformly distributed vegetation, its effect on morphological change should be analyzed and
quantified.

Additionally, the model area should be extended into the bay in order to determine the
effects of bay bathymetry on barrier island breaching. For example, in Barnegat Bay, a
channel having greater depths than most of the bay is observed to meander, becoming close
to the bay side of Mantoloking. At that location, a breach forms through the island. Future
work should investigate this process and the effect of bay bathymetry on barrier island
morphological response to hurricane forcing.

As mentioned in Chapter 4, a cost-benefit analysis in terms of amount of SLR should be
performed on each adaptation strategy. The cost of strategy implementation is a function of
SLR, the amount of time required to reach that sea level, and the compounding cost of beach
fill and periodic renourishment. Therefore, the benefit of implementing a given strategy will,
in turn, depend on amount of SLR and project longevity as it is impacted by storms. A
simple tool estimating the cost of each strategy per increase in sea level would be useful to
coastal planners as management plans are designed for protecting barrier islands.
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Appendix A

XBeach

XBeach is a two-dimensional horizontal (2DH) finite difference model originally developed to
simulate hydrodynamics and morphology on sandy coasts in response to time-varying storm
conditions (Roelvink et al., 2009; XBeach Technical Reference, 2015). According to the
impact regimes defined by Sallenger (2000), XBeach accurately simulates infragravity swash,
dune erosion, overwash and inundation of barrier islands (McCall et al., 2010; Roelvink et al.,
2009).

To simulate these processes, the wave-group resolving model solves model equations using
an upwind explicit scheme with automatic time step, such that wave conditions and water
levels are imposed as offshore boundary conditions. A staggered grid is applied such that
water levels, bed levels, and concentrations (e.g. sediment concentrations) are determined
at cell centers and velocities and sediment transport are determined at cell interfaces. Four
main modules comprise XBeach, and these are described below.

Wave boundary conditions are input into the short wave module to solve a wave action
balance equation given by

∂A

∂t
+
∂cgxA

∂x
+
∂cgyA

∂y
+
∂cθA

∂θ
= −Dw

σ
(A.1)

where A is wave action, cg is group velocity, θ is angle of incidence, Dw is wave energy
dissipation and σ is wave frequency. Dw acts as a source term in the roller energy balance,
which is coupled with Equation (A.1) to account for the shoreward shift of forcing due to
energy stored in surface rollers.

Using radiation stress gradients from the wave module, the flow module solves the depth-
averaged Generalized Lagrangian Mean equations:
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where uL and vL are Lagrangian velocities, τEb is bed shear stress, F is wave-induced stress,
f is a Coriolis coefficient, vh is horizontal viscosity and η is water level. Linear wave theory
is used to calculate radiation stress gradients, which are used to determine F in x and y
directions.

Outputs from the wave and flow modules are then used in the sediment transport module
to calculate sediment transport gradients. Sediment transport is determined using a depth-
averaged advection-diffusion equation given by
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(A.5)

where C is depth-averaged sediment concentration, Dh is a sediment diffusion coefficient, Ceq
is equilibrium sediment concentration and Ts is the time of sediment entrainment. Small val-
ues of Ts causes an immediate sediment response, where sediment entrainment or deposition
is dependent on the mismatch between C and Ceq.

The morphology module uses outputs from the flow and sediment transport modules to
update bed levels. Bed level changes are based on the sediment transport gradients and
storm-induced avalanching of the dune. At the beginning of the second time step, the
updated bed levels are used in the short wave and flow modules to calculate hydrodynamics.

Full details about XBeach can be found in Roelvink et al. (2009) and XBeach Technical
Reference (2015).



Appendix B

Data Management Plan

Due to the large volumes of data generated by each numerical simulation, raw data are not
provided in this dissertation. On average, each simulation requires 1.75 GB of storage, which
includes all input and output files. These data are available on a local machine (MacBook
Pro, VT343695) and an external hard drive (Western Digital My Book, personally owned).
Any data requests may be sent to Stephanie Smallegan: ssmalls@vt.edu.
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License Agreement

The license agreement, obtained from Elsevier for reuse of the manuscript “Morphological
response of a sandy barrier island with a buried seawall during Hurricane Sandy” presented
in Chapter 2, is given below.
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